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Abstract
We give a converging semidefinite programming hierarchy of outer approximations for the set of quan-
tum correlations of fixed dimension. Starting from the Navascue´s-Pironio-Acı´n (NPA) hierarchy for general
quantum correlations, we identify additional semidefinite constraints for any fixed dimension, which lead
to analytical bounds on the convergence speed of the resulting hierarchy. In particular, we give an algorithm
to compute additive e-approximations on the value of two-player free games with |T| × |T|-dimensional
quantum assistance in time exp
(
O(|T|8/e2(log2 |A||T|+ log |Q| log |A||T|))), where |A| and |Q| denote
the numbers of answers and questions, respectively. For fixed |T|, this scales polynomially in |Q| and quasi-
polynomially in |A|, thereby improving on previously known approximation algorithms for which worst
case run-time guarantees were at best exponential in |Q||A|. For the proof, we make a connection to the
quantum separability problem and employ as our main technical tool improved multipartite quantum de
Finetti theorems with linear constraints.
1 Introduction
Thanks to the celebratory discovery of John Bell [5], it is well-known that quantum correlations can be used
as a resource to overcome locality constraints — often expressed in the form of Bell inequalities. This was one
of the earliest examples of advantages provided by quantum correlations over classical ones and led to the
development of a vast number of quantum information processing tasks that make use of quantum correla-
tions. A prominent example is given by the field of device-independent quantum information processing,
where the violation of certain locality constraints is used to certificate the underlying state describing the
system — even when we have no a prior knowledge nor control over the devices used (see, e.g., [2]). In sev-
eral device-independent tasks the dimensionality of the underlying system often plays an important role,
as the maximum amount of violation of a locality constraint can depend on the dimensionality. It has been
pointed out that this feature could be exploited as a dimension witness of the underlying system (see, e.g.,
[18]), if strong tools to characterise quantum correlations of fixed dimension are available.
Computing the violation of locality constraints for quantum systems of bounded or unbounded dimen-
sion is often computationally hard, but nevertheless several methods have been developed to derive bounds
on quantum non-locality. For the case of unbounded dimension, the Navascue´s-Pironio-Acı´n (NPA) hier-
archy [30, 33] provides a sequence of asymptotically converging semidefinite programming (SDP) upper
bounds on the violation of locality constraints, which has been widely employed in quantum information
theory. However, the NPA hierarchy might only give loose bounds for problems which have dimensional
dependence. Apart from the NPA hierarchy, there have been a few results to characterise quantum correla-
tions with dimension constraints. Firstly, in [27] the authors exploit a connection to the quantum separability
problem to derive an improved outer hierarchy of SDP relaxations. Secondly, in [28, 31] the authors employ
a moment matrix technique similar to the NPA hierarchy to derive SDP relaxations with improved practical
performance compared to [27]. However, for these works the asymptotic convergence speed is either not
analytically quantified or at best exponential in |Q||A|.
In our work, we identify semidefinite constraints that can be added to the NPA hierarchy to impose
dimension constraints. As we add more constraints to the NPA hierarchy, the new relaxations are always
guaranteed to produce equal or better upper bounds than the one obtained through the NPA hierarchy. We
derive analytical bounds on the convergence speed of our relaxations, which give an upper bound on the
computational complexity of calculating the value of two-player free games with quantum assistance of
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Figure 1: The referee gives Alice and Bob questions q1 ∈ Q1 and q2 ∈ Q2, and then Alice and Bob give
answers a1 ∈ A1 and a2 ∈ A2 back to the referee depending on the questions. The referee decides whether
Alice and Bob win or lose according to the rule function V : A1 × A2 ×Q1 ×Q2 → {0(lose), 1(win)}. Alice
and Bob cannot communicate to each other during the game, but they can agree on a strategy p(a1a2|q1q2)
beforehand, which can involve entanglement assistance.
fixed dimension. Namely, we provide a semidefinite program of size
exp
(
O
( |T|8
e2
log |A||T|(log |Q|+ log |A||T|)
))
for computing additive e-approximations of two-player free games with |T|2-dimensional quantum assis-
tance, where |A| and |Q| denote the numbers of answers and questions, respectively (see Figure 1). Note
that the dependence is quasi-polynomial in |A| and polynomial in |Q|. Here, the term free game means that
the choice of the questions for the two players are not correlated. Our result is the quantum extension of the
quasi-polynomial time approximation scheme for computing the classical value of free games [1, 10]. We
also give a program for general games, which is still quasi-polynomial in |A| but exponential in |Q|. Our
approach for deriving the SDP relaxations is to make a connection to the quantum separability problem,
following ideas somewhat similar to [27]. The main tool to quantify the convergence speed is an improved
multipartite quantum de Finetti theorem with linear constraints. The technique to prove the convergence
rate of the SDP relaxations using quantum de Finetti theorem with linear constraints is inspired from [7, 10].
The remainder of this manuscript is structured as follows. In Section 2, we give an overview of our
results and techniques. In Section 3, we derive the constraints for characterising fixed-dimensional quantum
correlations, and state a new hierarchy of SDP relaxations for the optimal success probabilities of free games
with fixed dimensional quantum assistance. In Section 4, we analytically prove the convergence rate of
the derived hierarchy exploiting tripartite quantum de Finetti theorems with linear constraints. Then, in
Section 5, we discuss how we can combine our derived constraints with the existing dimension agnostic
NPA hierarchy. Lastly, in Section 6 we conclude with several remarks on our results. Various technical
arguments are deferred to Appendices.
2 Overview
Non-local games. There exist various mathematical formulations of the correlations between two distant
parties, but in this paper, we will use the non-local game scenario. In this formulation, we consider the
correlation between two parties as a resource to win specific games.
Let us assume that there are two spatially separated players, conventionally called Alice and Bob, and
a referee. When the game starts, the referee chooses questions q1 and q2 from the question set Q1 × Q2
according to a given probability distribution pi(q1, q2) and sends them to Alice and Bob, respectively. Then,
Alice and Bob must provide answers for their questions, a1 and a2, to the referee (see Figure 1). The correct
answers are determined by a given rule function
V : A1 × A2 ×Q1 ×Q2 → {0, 1}
which together with pi(q1, q2) specifies the game; 0 means the answers are wrong, and 1 means the an-
swers are correct. Alice and Bob cannot communicate with each other during the game, but they can agree
on a strategy beforehand, which can be described by a conditional probability distribution p(a1, a2|q1, q2).
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Depending on the resources the players can access, this conditional probability describes different kinds
of correlations. When no resources are shared, each player’s answer only depends on the question they
received, so that the distribution takes the form
p(a1, a2|q1, q2) = e(a1|q1)d(a2|q2),
where e(a1|q1) and d(a2|q2) are conditional probability distributions representing the strategy of Alice and
Bob, respectively. When quantum resources are allowed, the distribution takes the more general form
p(a1, a2|q1, q2) = tr
[
ρTTˆ
(
ET(a1|q1)⊗ DTˆ(a2|q2)
)]
,
where ρTTˆ is an entangled quantum state shared between Alice and Bob, and {ET(a1|q1)} and {DTˆ(a2|q2)}
are positive-operator valued measurements (POVMs) performed by Alice and Bob, respectively. Then, the
difference in performance between classical and quantum correlations can be quantified in terms of a non-
zero gap between the optimal success probabilities achieved using the two different resources. For a given
game (V,pi), the classical optimal success probability is1
ωC(V,pi) := max
(e,d)
∑
q1,q2
pi(q1, q2) ∑
a1,a2
V(a1, a2, q1, q2)e(a1|q1)d(a2|q2), (1)
while in the quantum case, we have
ωQ(V,pi) := max
(E,D,ρ) on HTTˆ
∑
q1,q2
pi(q1, q2) ∑
a1,a2
V(a1, a2, q1, q2) tr
[
ρTTˆ
(
ET(a1|q1)⊗ DTˆ(a2|q2)
)]
. (2)
Then, if you denote the winning probability of a given game as pwin(V,pi), Bell inequalities for the game can
be described as pwin(V,pi) ≤ ωC(V,pi). Violations of such upper bounds with quantum resources are called
violations of Bell inequalities. For example, the CHSH inequality [11] can be derived from the CHSH game,
which can be specified with a uniform distribution as pi(q1, q2) and
V(a1, q1, a2, q2) = (if q1 · q2 = a1 ⊕ a2 then 1; else 0; )
as the rule function. In general, calculating ωC(V,pi) or ωQ(V,pi) is computationally hard [3, 4, 26], in
particular for ωQ where the optimisation a priori goes over |T| of unbounded dimension. Nevertheless, for
some cases the NPA hierarchy can provide an effective algorithm to approximate ωQ(V,pi).
We can also define the optimal success probability for a given non-local game (V,pi) when quantum
assistance is of fixed dimension |T|, as
ωQ(T)(V,pi) := max
(E,D, ρ) on CT⊗CT ∑q1,q2
pi(q1, q2) ∑
a1,a2
V(a1, a2, q1, q2) tr
[
ρTTˆ
(
ET(a1|q1)⊗ DTˆ(a2|q2)
)]
. (3)
In this paper, we derive SDP constraints that can be added to the NPA hierarchy to impose dimension
constraints for calculating ωQ(T)(V,pi).
If not stated otherwise, we assume that the choice of questions for Alice and Bob are not correlated,
i.e. pi(q1, q2) = pi(q1)pi(q2), which corresponds to free games.2 We denote H⊗nA as An1 = An, and dim(HA)
as |A|. For simplicity, we also assume that the number of answers and questions for Alice and Bob are the
same, i.e. |A1| = |A2| = |A|, and |Q1| = |Q2| = |Q|, as well as that the shared entanglement between Alice
and Bob has fixed dimension dim
(HTTˆ) = |T|2. We note that the general case follows similarly.
Connection with quantum separability. Quantum separability problems are a specific form of optimisa-
tion problems, for which the optimisation is over the set of all separable quantum states (see, e.g., [19]). We
find that the value of fixed-dimensional quantum-assisted free games (3), can be converted to an instance of
the tripartite quantum separability problem with additional linear constraints.
Lemma 1. For a two-player free game with V(a1, a2, q1, q2), pi(q1)pi(q2), and |T|2-dimensional assistance, we have
ωQ(T)(V,pi) = |T|2 · max
(E,Dρ)
tr
[(
VA1 A2Q1Q2 ⊗ΦTTˆ|SSˆ
) (
EA1Q1T ⊗ DA2Q2Tˆ ⊗ ρSSˆ
)]
s.t. ρSSˆ ≥ 0 , Tr
[
ρSSˆ
]
= 1
EA1Q1T = ∑
a1,q1
pi(q1) |a1q1〉〈a1q1|A1Q1 ⊗
ET(a1|q1)
|T| ≥ 0 , EQ1T =∑q1
pi(q1) |q1〉〈q1|Q1 ⊗
1T
|T|
DA2Q2Tˆ = ∑
a2,q2
pi(q2) |a2q2〉〈a2q2|A2Q2 ⊗
DTˆ(a2|q2)
|T| ≥ 0 , DQ2Tˆ =∑q2
pi(q2) |q2〉〈q2|Q2 ⊗
1Tˆ
|T| ,
(4)
1We do not include shared randomness in (1) as it is not helpful in this scenario [5].
2We treat general games in Appendix C.
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where ΦTTˆ|SSˆ = |Φ〉 〈Φ|TTˆ|SSˆ , with the (non-normalised) maximally-entangled state |Φ〉TTˆ|SSˆ = ∑i |i〉TTˆ |i〉SSˆ,
and VA1 A2Q1Q2 is a diagonal matrix whose entries are given by the rule function V(a1, a2, q1, q2).
The proof can be found in Section 3.1. Since product states are extreme points in the set of separable
states, we can equivalently think of the above as a maximisation over mixtures of product states which
satisfy the stated linear constraints.
Hierarchy of semidefinite programming relaxations. To derive SDP relaxations for (4), we exploit the
known relaxations of the separability condition: the Doherty-Parrilo-Spedalieri (DPS) hierarchy [15]. In the
DPS hierarchy, the notion of extendible states is employed. A state ρAB is called an n-extendible state if there
exists an extension ρABn such that trBn−1 [ρABn ] = ρAB, and it is invariant under any permutation on B
n with
respect to A. This class of states has two main advantages; firstly, for any n, the set of n-extendible states
can be efficiently identified by a semidefinite program, which makes them a simple set for optimisation.
Secondly, they are good approximations of separable states; it has been proven that a state is n-extendible
for every n ≥ 2 if and only if it is separable [16, 34]. This is related to a concept known as the monogamy
of entanglement [37]. As the set of (n + 1)-extendible states is a subset of the set of n-extendible states,
the set of n-extendible states becomes a better and better approximation for the set of separable states as n
increases.
Since (4) corresponds to a tripartite separability problem, we use the multipartite generalisation of the
bipartite extendible states; (n1, n2)-extendible states ρABC which have an extension ρABn1 Cn2 . We refer to
Section 3.2 for a more detailed explanation. As in the bipartite case, the set of (n1, n2)-extendible states con-
verges to the separable set when n1 → ∞ and n2 → ∞ [15], and thus they are an approximation of tripartite
separable states. Then, by simply replacing the optimisation variable in (4) with an (n, n)-extendible state
with respect to the appropriate partitions, we derive the following hierarchy of SDP relaxations
sdpn(V,pi, T) := |T|2 maxρ tr
[(
VA1 A2Q1Q2 ⊗ΦTTˆ|SSˆ
)
ρ(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)(SSˆ)
]
(5)
s.t. ρ(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)n(SSˆ)n ≥ 0 , tr
[
ρ(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)n(SSˆ)n
]
= 1
ρ(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)n(SSˆ)n perm. inv. on (A2Q2Tˆ)
n wrt (A1Q1T)(SSˆ)n (6)
ρ(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)n1 (SSˆ)n perm. inv. on (SSˆ)
n wrt (A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)n (7)
trA1 [ρ(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)n(SSˆ)n ] =
(
∑
q1
pi(q1) |q1〉〈q1|Q1 ⊗
1T
|T|
)
⊗ trA1Q1T
[
ρ(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)n(SSˆ)n
]
(8)
trA2 [ρ(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)n(SSˆ)n ] =
(
∑
q2
pi(q2) |q2〉〈q2|Q2 ⊗
1Tˆ
|T|
)
⊗ trA2Q2Tˆ
[
ρ(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)n(SSˆ)n
]
(9)
ρ
TA1Q1T
(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)n(SSˆ)n
≥ 0 , ρT(A2Q2 Tˆ)n
(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)n(SSˆ)n
≥ 0 , ρT(SSˆ)n
(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)n(SSˆ)n
≥ 0, . . . , (10)
where the last line (10) contains all positive partial transpose (PPT) conditions with respect to all the cuts
A1Q1T : A12Q
1
2Tˆ
1 : · · · : An2 Qn2 Tˆn : S1Sˆ1 : · · · : SnSˆn.
We emphasise that apart from the extendibility conditions (6) – (7), our SDP relaxations have the additional
constraints (8) – (9) compared to the original DPS hierarchy. These come from the corresponding additional
constraints in the separability problem (4). As the set of n-extendible states always include the set of separa-
ble states, these semidefinite programs give a series of upper bounds for ωQ(T)(V,pi). Moreover, we discuss
in Section 5 how our relaxations can be combined with the NPA hierarchy to form the SDP relaxations
sdpNPAn (V,pi, T) with the additional constraints Γn
(
ρ(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)n(SSˆ)n
) ≥ 0, (11)
where Γn(ρ) denotes the n-th level NPA matrix defined in Section 5.3.
Multipartite quantum de Finetti theorem with linear constraints. Quantum de Finetti theorems provide
a quantitative bound on how close n-extendible states are to the set of separable states in trace distance as
a function of n and the dimension. Thus, we can exploit this to upper bound the gap between our SDP
relaxations and the actual solution ωQ(T). However, the two additional linear constraints (8) – (9) make this
approach more difficult. Without these linear constraints, the feasible states in our SDP relaxations would
exactly be separable states, and hence we could apply the standard quantum de Finetti theorem to prove
the convergence of the relaxations. However, in our case, the feasible set is no longer the set of separable
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states, but is the convex hull of product states satisfying the additional linear constraints. As a consequence,
we need adapted quantum de Finetti theorems.
In the main body of the paper, we give multipartite quantum de Finetti theorems with linear constraints
and here we state a tripartite version which suits our setting. It is an extension of the bipartite quantum de
Finetti theorem with linear constraints from [7], where the authors follow the information-theoretic proof
technique introduced in [9, 10].
Theorem 2. Let ρABn1 Cn2 be a quantum state which is invariant under permutations on Bn1 with respect to ACn2
and on Cn2 with respect to ABn1 , satisfying for linear maps EA→A˜, ΛB→B˜, and ΓC→C˜ and operators XA˜, YB˜, and ZC˜
that
(EA→A˜ ⊗ IBn1 Cn2 ) (ρABn1 Cn2 ) = XA˜ ⊗ ρBn1 Cn2 linear constraint on A
(ΛB→B˜ ⊗ ICn2 ) (ρBn1 Cn2 ) = YB˜ ⊗ ρBn1−1Cn2 linear constraint on B(IBn1 ⊗ ΓC→C˜) (ρBn1 Cn2 ) = ZC˜ ⊗ ρBn1 Cn2−1 linear constraint on C.
Then, there exist a probability distribution {pi}i∈I and sets of quantum states {σiA}i∈I , {ωiB}i∈I and {τiC}i∈I such
that we have for all i ∈ I that
∥∥∥ρABC −∑
i∈I
piσiA ⊗ωiB ⊗ τiC
∥∥∥
1
≤ O
(
|BC|
(√
log |A|+ log |B|
n2
+
log |A|
n1
))
EA→A˜
(
σiA
)
= XA˜, ΛB→B˜
(
ωiB
)
= YB˜, ΓC→C˜
(
τiC
)
= ZC˜.
The proof is given in Appendix B and contains the following result that might be of independent interest.
Distortion relative to quantum side information. As a fundamental step in the proof of Theorem 2, we
derive an informationally complete measurementMB that has optimal loss of distinguishability relative to
quantum side information. That is, we have for all quantum states ρAB, σAB that
‖(IA ⊗MB) (ρAB − σAB)‖1 ≤ ‖ρAB − σAB‖1 ≤ 2|B| · ‖(IA ⊗MB) (ρAB − σAB)‖1.
The proof is given in Appendix A and improves on the factor
√
18|B|3/2 given in [10, Equation (68)]. To-
gether with the example states given in [24], this establishes the dimension dependence for minimal distor-
tion relative to quantum side information to be Ω(|B|).
Convergence rate of the hierarchy. In our SDP relaxations sdpn(V,pi, T), the linear constraints are partial
trace constraints on subsystems. A version of Theorem 2 with partial trace constraints — that we state and
prove in Section 4.2 — then immediately gives a bound on the convergence speed of sdpn(V,pi, T).
Theorem 3. Let sdpn(V,pi, T) be the n-th level SDP relaxation for the two-player free game with rule matrix V,
probability distribution pi(q1)pi(q2), and quantum assistance of dimension |T|2. Then, we have
0 ≤ sdpn(V,pi, T)−ωQ(T)(V,pi) ≤ O
(
|T|4
√
log |T||A|
n
)
.
Hence, we have ωQ(T)(V,pi) = limn→∞ sdpn(V,pi, T).
We note that the NPA constraints (11) are not needed to prove this convergence. Nevertheless, they can
be useful in practice for the improved relaxations sdpNPAn (V,pi, T). Theorem 3 implies that we can estimate
ωQ(T)(V,pi) within a constant additive error e > 0 with a semidefinite program of size
exp
(
O
( |T|8
e2
log |AT| (log |Q|+ log |AT|)
))
, (12)
which is quasi-polynomial in the number of answers |A| and polynomial in the number of questions |Q|.
When |T| → 1, the SDP relaxations become linear programs and exactly match the classical results [1, 10].
In Appendix C, we analyse the computational complexity for general games, for which find semidefinite
program approximations exponential in |Q|.
5
Examples and comparison with previous work. The combined SDP relaxations sdpNPAn (V,pi, T) in (5)
promise to give tighter bounds for dimension constraint settings compared to the dimension agnostic NPA
hierarchy. We show in Appendix E that
sdp1(V,pi, T) = ωNS(V,pi),
where the latter denotes the optimal success probability with the assistance of general non-signalling cor-
relations — the so-called non-signalling value. As the NPA hierarchy already has non-signalling constraints
inbuilt, we need to go to higher level relaxations of our hierarchy to see any improvements compared to
the plain NPA hierarchy. For a second level relaxation sdpNPA12,1 (V,pi, T) as defined in Section 3.3, we give
in Table 1 a rule matrix W which improves for |T| = 2 dimensional assistance on the plain first NPA level.
That is, we find that our additional constraints for two-dimensional assistance give
sdpNPA12,1 (W,pi, 2) = 0.79888 < 0.80157 = NPA1(W,pi),
where the latter is the value given by the first level of the NPA hierarchy. The computations were carried out
in Python using the SDP solver MOSEK [25], with least 5 digits accuracy as given from the value obtained
from the primal versus the corresponding dual program.
q1 = 0, q2 = 0 q1 = 0, q2 = 1 q1 = 1, q2 = 0 q1 = 1, q2 = 1
Winning
answers
a1 = 0, a2 = 1 a1 = 0, a2 = 2 a1 = 0, a2 = 0 a1 = 1, a2 = 2
a1 = 1, a2 = 2 a1 = 1, a2 = 0 a1 = 0, a2 = 2
a1 = 2, a2 = 1 a1 = 1, a2 = 2
a1 = 2, a2 = 2 a1 = 2, a2 = 1
Table 1: The rule matrix W with sdpNPA12,1 (W,pi, 2) < NPA1(W,pi), where NPA1 denotes the value given by
the first level of the NPA hierarchy. Here, pi is uniform, |A| = 3, and |Q| = 2. The tables only shows the
winning answers for each question set, where all the other answers lose.
To act as a dimension witness, we need to go up to higher level relaxations in order to achieve bounds
smaller than the dimension unbounded quantum value ωQ(V,pi). For that purpose, we present in Ap-
pendix F.1 an adapted SDP hierarchy sdp
proj
n (V,pi, T) valid under the assumption of projective rank-one
measurements. These SDPs have smaller program sizes compared to the original SDPs and are thus advan-
tageous for the implementation of higher levels. In particular, for |A| = |T| = 2 the optimal measurements
are necessarily projective rank-one and we find that for |Q| questions on each side distributed uniformly
according to piunif,
sdp
proj
|Q| (V,piunif, 2) ≤
1
|Q|2 · sdpPPT(V),
where the latter denotes the PPT type SDP relaxation previously given in [27, Equation (6)]. Hence, for
such settings our work can be understood as adding more constraints to the relaxations given in [27]. In the
same spirit, we discuss in Appendix F.2 another adapted SDP hierarchy sdpprojn (V,pi, 2) that improves the
asymptotic scaling of [27] from exponential to polynomial in |Q|.
As a numerical example, for the I3322 Bell inequality with the (non-binary) rule matrix V3322 in the form
of [12],3 we can reproduce the dimension witness
ωQ(2) (V3322,piunif) ≤ sdpproj|Q| (V3322,piunif, 2) ≤ 0.25
[
= ωQ(2) (V3322,piunif) < ωQ (V3322,piunif)
]
,
where the last two steps are due to [17, 32]. Overall, we note that the added constraints from the projec-
tive rank-one measurement assumption are typically very useful for practical performance. Going beyond
that, numerical tests for low level relaxations reveal that it seems challenging to compete with the further
methods from [28, 31] that were designed with practical purposes in mind but lack analytical bounds on the
convergence speed.
3 Hierarchy of semidefinite programming relaxations
3.1 Connection to quantum separability
In this section, we show how to convert the original formulation for the value of two-player free games with
quantum assistance of fixed dimension (3) to the quantum separability problem (Lemma 1).
3For general Bell inequalities the rule matrix V(a1, q1, a2, q2) is not necessarily binary but can take general real values. In particular,
this is the case for the I3322 inequality.
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Proof of Lemma 1. The starting point is the expression (3), and for free games, i.e. pi(q1, q2) = pi(q1)pi(q2),
we can write
ωQ(T)(V,pi) = |T|2 maxE,D,ρ tr
[(
VA1 A2Q1Q2 ⊗ ρTTˆ
) (
EA1Q1T ⊗ DA2Q2Tˆ
)]
(13)
s.t. ρTTˆ ≥ 0 , tr
[
ρTTˆ
]
= 1
EA1Q1T = ∑
a1,q1
pi(q1) |a1q1〉〈a1q1|A1Q1 ⊗
ET(a1|q1)
|T| ≥ 0 , EQ1T =∑q1
pi(q1) |q1〉〈q1|Q1 ⊗
1T
|T|
DA2Q2Tˆ = ∑
a2,q2
pi(q2) |a2q2〉〈a2q2|A2Q2 ⊗
DTˆ(a2|q2)
|T| ≥ 0 , DQ2Tˆ =∑q2
pi(q2) |q2〉〈q2|Q2 ⊗
1Tˆ
|T| ,
where we define VA1 A2Q1Q2 := ∑a1,a2,q1,q2 V(a1, a2, q1, q2) |a1, a2, q1, q2〉〈a1, a2, q1, q2|. To continue, we need to
make use of a slightly modified version of the swap trick.
Lemma 4. Let MAB be a linear operator onHA ⊗HB, and NA be a linear operator onHA. Then, it holds that
tr [(NA ⊗ 1B)MAB] = tr
[(
FAˆ|A ⊗ 1B
) (
NAˆ ⊗MAB
)]
,
where FAˆ|A denotes the swap operator between Aˆ and A.
Proof. By inspection, we have that
tr
[(
FAˆ|A ⊗ 1B
) (
NAˆ ⊗MAB
)]
= tr
[(
FAˆ|A ⊗ 1B
)(
∑
i,j
nij |i〉 〈j|Aˆ ⊗ ∑
k,`,s,t
m(k`)(st) |k〉 〈`|A ⊗ |s〉 〈t|B
)]
= tr
[
∑
i,j,k,`,s,t
nij m(k`)(st) |k〉 〈j|Aˆ ⊗ |i〉 〈`|A ⊗ |s〉 〈t|B
]
= ∑
i,j,s,t
nij m(ji)(st) = tr [(NA ⊗ 1B)MAB] .
Then, using Lemma 4 we can rewrite the objective function in (13) as
tr
[(
VA1 A2Q1Q2 ⊗ ρTTˆ
) (
EA1Q1T ⊗ DA2Q2Tˆ
)]
= tr
[(
1A1 A2Q1Q2 ⊗ ρTTˆ
) ((
VA1 A2Q1Q2 ⊗ 1TTˆ
) (
EA1Q1T ⊗ DA2Q2Tˆ
))]
= tr
[(
1A1 A2Q1Q2 ⊗ FTTˆ|TTˆ
) (((
VA1 A2Q1Q2 ⊗ 1TTˆ
) (
EA1Q1T ⊗ DA2Q2Tˆ
))
⊗ ρTTˆ
)]
(by Lemma 4)
= tr
[((
VA1 A2Q1Q2 ⊗ FTTˆ|TTˆ
) (
EA1Q1T ⊗ DA2Q2Tˆ ⊗ ρTTˆ
))]
,
which has a similar form to the objective function in (4) apart from FTTˆ|TTˆ instead of ΦTTˆ|TTˆ. To complete
the proof, we write the swap operator FA|Aˆ in terms of the (non-normalised) maximally-entangled state
ΦA|Aˆ = |Φ〉 〈Φ|A|Aˆ, where |Φ〉A|Aˆ = ∑dAi=1 |i〉A |i〉Aˆ. Namely, we have FA|Aˆ = ΦTAA|Aˆ, where TA denotes the
transposition over the A subsystem. Redefining the variable ρ as ρT , we then immediately obtain (4) as this
last step leaves the constraints invariant.
Since product states are extreme points in the set of separable states, we can think of the maximisation
in (4) as the maximisation over separable states. This makes above problem an instance of the quantum
separability problem but with additional linear constraints, in which the optimisation is over the convex
hull of product states satisfying the additional linear constraints.
3.2 Extendible states
In the previous section, we showed that ωQ(T)(V,pi) can be expressed as the quantum separability problem
with additional linear constraints. However, optimising over the set of separable states is known to be
NP-hard [19, 20]. Fortunately, there are known relaxations of the separability condition such as the DPS
hierarchy of semidefinite programs [15] based on extendibility.
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Definition 1 (Extendibility). A bipartite quantum state ρAB is n-extendible if there exists a multipartite quantum
state ρABn such that
trBn−1 [ρABn ] = ρAB, (IA ⊗UpiBn) (ρABn) = ρABn ∀pi ∈ S(Bn), (14)
where S(Bn) is the symmetric group over Bn, UpiBn(·) = UpiBn(·)(UpiBn)† is the adjoint representation of the group, and
UpiBn is a unitary permutation operator acting on B
n.
The second condition in the above definition means that the state ρABn is invariant under any permuta-
tion on Bn with respect to A. A quantum state ρAB is n-extendible for all n ≥ 2 if and only if ρAB is separable
[16, 34]. Moreover, deciding if a state has a suitable extension satisfying (14) can be done efficiently via
SDPs [13, 14]. The set of n-extendible states is an outer approximation for the separable set, which in fact
converges to the set of separable states when n → ∞. The DPS hierarchy exactly provides efficient SDP
relaxations to characterise separable states using the extendibility constraints (14). The same idea can be
extended to the multipartite case as well.
Definition 2 (Multipartite extendibility). A k-partite state ρA1 A2···Ak ∈ HA1 A2···Ak is (n1, · · · , nk−1)-extendible
if there exists an extension ρ
A1 A
n1
2 ···A
nk−1
k
∈ H
A1 A
n1
2 ···A
nk−1
k
such that
tr
A
n1−1
2 A
n2−1
3 ···A
nk−1−1
k
[
ρ
A1 A
n1
2 ···A
nk−1
k
]
= ρA1 A2···Ak(
IA1 ⊗Upi1An12 ⊗ · · · ⊗ U
pik−1
A
nk−1
k
)(
ρ
A1 A
n1
2 ···A
nk−1
k
)
= ρ
A1 A
n1
2 ···A
nk−1
k
for any permutations pi1 ∈ S
(
An12
)
, · · · ,pik−1 ∈ S
(
Ank−1k
)
.
Due to [15] it is sufficient to consider the cases n ≡ n1 = · · · = nk for the convergence of multipartite
extendible states, and as in the bipartite case, the set of (n, · · · , n)-extendible states converges to the set of
k-partite separable states for n→ ∞.
3.3 Semidefinite programming relaxations
To derive our SDP relaxations, we simply replace the separable variables in (4), EA1Q1T ⊗DA2Q2Tˆ ⊗ ρSSˆ, with
a generic state ρA1Q1TA2Q2TˆSSˆ and add the extendibility constraints to the optimisation problem
sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T) := |T|2 maxρ tr
[(
VA1 A2Q1Q2 ⊗ΦTTˆ|SSˆ
)
ρA1Q1TA2Q2TˆSSˆ
]
s.t. ρ(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)n1 (SSˆ)n2 ≥ 0 , tr
[
ρ(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)n1 (SSˆ)n2
]
= 1
ρ(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)n1 (SSˆ)n2 perm. inv. on (A2Q2Tˆ)
n1 wrt (A1Q1T)(SSˆ)n2
ρ(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)n1 (SSˆ)n2 perm. inv. on (SSˆ)
n2 wrt (A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)n1
trA1 [ρ(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)n1 (SSˆ)n2 ] =
(
∑
q1
pi(q1) |q1〉〈q1|Q1 ⊗
1T
|T|
)
⊗ trA1Q1T [ρ(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)n1 (SSˆ)n2 ]
trA2 [ρ(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)n1 (SSˆ)n2 ] =
(
∑
q2
pi(q2) |q2〉〈q2|Q2 ⊗
1Tˆ
|T|
)
⊗ trA2Q2Tˆ [ρ(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)n1 (SSˆ)n2 ]
ρ
TA1Q1T
(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)n1 (SSˆ)n2
≥ 0, ρT(A2Q2 Tˆ)n1
(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)n1 (SSˆ)n2
≥ 0, ρT(SSˆ)n2
(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)n1 (SSˆ)n2
≥ 0, . . . ,
(15)
where in the last line TX denotes the partial transpose performed over subsystems X giving the PPT con-
ditions. The only difference to sdpn(V,pi, T) as in the overview is that we now allow general n1, n2. In
Section 5 we discuss how to combine sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T) with the NPA hierarchy.
The relaxations (15) are useful to derive the convergence speed of the hierarchy in the next section. How-
ever, with regards to numerics, it is advantageous to explicitly take into account that the systems A1, A2, Q1,
and Q2 are classical. Thus, the variable ρ(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)(SSˆ) in the objective function can be written in the
block-diagonal form
ρ(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)(SSˆ) = ∑
a1,a2,q1,q2
|a1, a2, q1, q2〉〈a1, a2, q1, q2| ⊗ ρTTˆSSˆ(a1, a2, q1, q2). (16)
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Then, we can simplify the A1, A2, Q1, Q2 part of the trace in the object function as
sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T) = |T|2 maxρ ∑a1,a2,q1,q2
V(a1, a2, q1, q2) tr
[
ΦTTˆ|SSˆ ρTTˆSSˆ(a1, a2, q1, q2)
]
. (17)
Similarly, it is straightforward to rewrite the linear constraints in terms of the variables in (16).
Next, we show that the value of sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T) given in (15) is naturally upper bounded by 1.
Proposition 5. Let sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T) be the (n1, n2)-th level SDP relaxation for the |T|-dimensional two-player free
game with rule matrix V and a probability distribution pi(q1)pi(q2). Then, we have that
0 ≤ sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T) ≤ 1.
Proof. Let ρ(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)(SSˆ) be the state optimising the (n1, n2)-th level SDP relaxation. From the form (17)
together with V(a1, a2, q1, q2) ≤ 1 for all entries, we find
sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T) ≤ |T|2 maxρ ∑a1,a2,q1,q2
tr
[
ΦTTˆ|SSˆ ρTTˆSSˆ(a1, a2, q1, q2)
]
= |T|2 trTTˆSSˆ
[
ΦTTˆ|SSˆ trA1Q1 A2Q2
[
ρ(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)(SSˆ)
]]
. (18)
We can now use the linear constraints to write ρ(TTˆ)(SSˆ) explicitly. Consider the first linear constraint (8),
and taking the trace on the subsystem A2 gives us
trA1 A2 [ρ(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)n1 (SSˆ)n2 ] =
(
∑
q1
pi(q1) |q1〉〈q1|Q1 ⊗
1T
|T|
)
⊗ trA2
[
ρ(A2Q2Tˆ)n1 (SSˆ)n2
]
. (19)
If we now consider the second linear constraint (9), and we take the trace on the subsystems A1Q1T and A2,
we get that
trA2
[
ρ(A2Q2Tˆ)n1 (SSˆ)n2
]
=
(
∑
q2
pi(q2) |q2〉〈q2|Q2 ⊗
1Tˆ
|T|
)
⊗ ρ(A2Q2Tˆ)n1−1(SSˆ)n2 . (20)
By combining (19) and (20) together, and taking the trace on the remaining n1 − 1 subsystems A2Q2Tˆ and
n2 − 1 subsystems SSˆ, we obtain
trA1 A2
[
ρ(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)(SSˆ)
]
=
(
∑
q1
pi(q1) |q1〉〈q1|Q1 ⊗
1T
|T|
)
⊗
(
∑
q2
pi(q2) |q2〉〈q2|Q2 ⊗
1Tˆ
|T|
)
⊗ ρSSˆ.
If we now take the trace over Q1Q2, we obtain the following explicit form for ρ(TTˆ)(SSˆ),
trA1Q1 A2Q2
[
ρ(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)(SSˆ)
]
=
1TTˆ
|T|2 ⊗ ρSSˆ.
By replacing the above state in (18), and by using the swap trick, we find that
sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T) ≤ trTTˆSSˆ
[
ΦTTˆ|SSˆ
(
1TTˆ ⊗ ρSSˆ
)]
= trTTˆSSˆ
[
FTTˆ|SSˆ
(
1TTˆ ⊗ ρSSˆ
)]
= trTTˆ
[
ρTTˆ
]
= 1,
where we have taken the partial transpose over TTˆ, and used tr
[
MABN
TA
AB
]
= tr
[
MTAABNAB
]
.
4 Convergence of the hierarchy
4.1 Setting
Quantum de Finetti theorems give a quantitative upper bound on the trace distance between (n1, n2)-
extendible states and the set of separable states as a function of n1, n2, and the dimension of the states. Thus,
quantum de Finetti theorems can tell us how good the approximation sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T) is for each level,
leading to a quantitative convergence speed of the relaxations. As pointed out in Section 2, sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T)
in (15) has additional linear constraints and hence we need improved quantum de Finetti theorems that
describe the distance between extendible states and the set of separable states consisting of product states
which satisfy linear constraints.
In the following Section 4.2, we focus on tripartite quantum de Finetti theorems with partial trace con-
straints as in (8) and (9). Nevertheless, the proof technique is general and is extended in Appendix B to
multipartite quantum de Finetti theorems with arbitrary linear constraints as stated in (2). Employing the
derived quantum de Finetti theorems, we prove the convergence rate of our SDP hierarchy in Section 4.3.
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4.2 Tripartite quantum de Finetti with partial trace constraints
We follow an information-theoretic proof technique, which is based on quantum entropy inequalities [9, 10].
Our results can be seen as a generalisation of [7, Theorem 3.4] to the multipartite case.
We make use of the properties of the conditional quantum mutual information. In the multipartite case,
there exist several definitions of quantum mutual information [38]. Here, we use the following definition;
given k quantum systems A1, . . . , Ak described by the state ρA1 A2 ...Ak , the multipartite quantum mutual
information is defined as
I(A1 : A2 : . . . : Ak)ρ :=
k
∑
i=1
S(Ai)− S(A1 A2 . . . Ak),
where S(Ai) = − tr
[
ρAi log ρAi
]
is the von Neumann entropy [23] of the reduced state ρAi . It is worth
noting that the above definition is equivalent to the one in terms of the relative entropy distance between
the state and the tensor product of its marginals,
I(A1 : A2 : . . . : Ak)ρ = D(ρA1···Ak ||ρA1 ⊗ . . .⊗ ρAk ), (21)
where D(ρ||σ) = tr [ρ (log ρ− log σ)] is the relative entropy between two states ρ and σ, s.t. supp(ρ) ⊂
supp(σ). Given k + 1 quantum systems A1, . . . , Ak and B, described by the global state ρA1 A2···Ak B, the
conditional multipartite quantum mutual information is defined as
I(A1 : A2 : . . . : Ak|B)ρ :=
k
∑
i=1
S(AiB)− S(A1 A2 . . . AkB)− S(B).
It is known that the conditional multipartite quantum mutual information can be expressed in terms of the
bipartite one [10, Lemma 13],
I(A1 : . . . : Ak|B)ρ = I(A1 : A2|B) + I(A1 A2 : A3|B) + . . . + I(A1 . . . Ak−1 : Ak|B). (22)
An additional property of the mutual information is the chain rule,
I(AB : C) = I(B : C) + I(A : C|B), (23)
which holds for the conditional mutual information as well,
I(AB : C|D) = I(B : C|D) + I(A : C|BD). (24)
Finally, Pinsker’s inequality states that
‖ρ− σ‖21 ≤ 2 ln 2 · D(ρ||σ), (25)
where ‖A‖1 := tr
[√
A† A
]
is the trace norm. We define the conditional state ρA|z of a state ρAZ with a
classical Z system as
ρA|z :=
TrZ [ρAZ(1A ⊗ |z〉〈z|Z)]
Tr [ρAZ(1A ⊗ |z〉〈z|Z)]
.
This describes the state after measurement on the system Z, when the measurement outcome is z.
The following lemma bounds the conditional quantum mutual information when the state satisfies a
specific partial trace constraint. Note that specifying the linear constraints gives a stronger bound than the
general case in terms of the dimension (Lemma 13).
Lemma 6. Let ρABCD be a quantum state such that trA [ρABCD] = ρB ⊗ ρCD. Then, we have that
I(AB : C|D)ρ ≤ 2 log |A|.
Proof. Using the chain rule for the conditional quantum mutual information (24), we have
I(AB : C|D)ρ = I(B : C|D)ρ + I(A : C|BD)ρ = I(A : C|BD)ρ,
where we used the fact that the systems BC are uncorrelated after tracing out the system A. Using the chain
rule of the mutual information (23) we get that
I(A : C|BD) = I(A : BCD)− I(A : BD) ≤ I(A : BCD) ≤ 2 log |A|.
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Exploiting Lemma 6, the next lemma provides a bound for the tripartite conditional quantum mutual
information of a quantum-classical state.
Lemma 7. Consider a quantum-classical state ρ
(AB)Z
n1
1 W
n2
1
with Z- and W-systems classical, which satisfies the
linear constraint
trA
[
ρ
(AB)Z
n1
1 W
n2
1
]
= ρB ⊗ ρZn11 Wn21 .
Then, there exist m¯ ∈ [0, n1) and ¯` ∈ [0, n2) such that
I(AB : Zm¯+1 : W¯`+1|Zm¯1 W
¯`
1 ) ≤
2 log |A|
n1
+
2(log |A|+ log |Z|)
n2
,
and
E
zm¯1 w
¯`
1
[∥∥∥ρ(AB)Zm¯+1W¯`+1|zm¯1 w ¯`1 − ρAB|zm¯1 w ¯`1 ⊗ ρZm¯+1|zm¯1 w ¯`1 ⊗ ρW¯`+1|zm¯1 w ¯`1∥∥∥21
]
≤ 4 ln 2
(
log |A|
n1
+
log |A|+ log |Z|
n2
)
.
Proof. As the first step, notice that for all m and `, using the relation between multipartite mutual informa-
tion and bipartite ones (22), we can express the multipartite conditional mutual information as,
I(AB : Zm+1 : W`+1|Zm1 W`1 ) = I(AB : Zm+1|Zm1 W`1 ) + I(ABZm+1 : W`+1|Zm1 W`1 ). (26)
We now derive a bound for the right hand side (RHS) of the above equation, valid for a specific choice of m
and `. For any ` ∈ [0, n2), we have that
n1−1
∑
m=0
I(AB : Zm+1|Zm1 W`1 ) = I(AB : Zn11 |W`1 ) ≤ 2 log |A|,
where we used the chain rule (24) for the first equality and Lemma 6 for the second inequality. By summing
over `, we obtain
n1−1
∑
m=0
n2−1
∑
`=0
I(AB : Zm+1|Zm1 W`1 ) ≤ 2n2 log |A|. (27)
Similarly, for any m ∈ [0, n1), we find that
n2−1
∑
`=0
I(ABZm+1 : W`+1|Zm1 W`1 ) = I(ABZm+1 : Wn21 |Zm1 ) ≤ 2 log |AZm+1|,
where the inequality follows from Lemma 6 when the first partition of the system is AZm+1. Summing over
m gives us
n1−1
∑
m=0
n2−1
∑
`=0
I(ABZm+1 : W`+1|Zm1 W`1 ) ≤ 2n1 (log |A|+ log |Z|) . (28)
Combining (27) and (28) together we obtain
2n2 log |A|+ 2n1 (log |A|+ log |Z|) ≥
n1−1
∑
m=0
n2−1
∑
`=0
[
I(AB : Zm+1|Zm1 W`1 ) + I(ABZm+1 : W`+1|Zm1 W`1 )
]
≥ n1n2
[
I(AB : Zm¯+1|Zm¯1 W ¯`1 ) + I(ABZm¯+1 : W¯`+1|Zm¯1 W
¯`
1 )
]
= n1n2 I(AB : Zm¯+1 : W¯`+1|Zm¯1 W
¯`
1 )
where m¯ and ¯` are the indices of the smallest element in the sum, and the last equality follows from (26).
This proves the first part of the theorem. The second part is obtained as follows. First notice that, when the
conditioning system is classical, we can write the conditional mutual information as
I(AB : Zm¯+1 : W¯`+1|Zm¯1 W
¯`
1 ) = E
zm¯1 w
¯`
1
[
I(AB : Zm¯+1 : W¯`+1)ρABZm¯+1W¯`+1 |zm¯1 w
¯`
1
]
.
Then, by using the fact that the mutual information can be expressed in terms of the relative entropy, (21),
and by using Pinsker’s inequality, we can derive the second part of the theorem.
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The next ingredient is a bound on the loss in distinguishability between quantum states when they are
processed with optimal measurements — called minimal distortion.
Lemma 8. For a traceless Hermitian operator γAB onHAB, we have that
1. there exist measurementsMA andMB with at most |A|8 and |B|8 outcomes, respectively, such that
‖γAB‖1 ≤ 18
√
|AB| · ‖(MA ⊗MB) (γABC)‖1.
2. there exists a measurementMB with at most |B|6 outcomes such that
‖γAB‖1 ≤ 2|B| · ‖(IA ⊗MB) (γAB)‖1. (29)
The first part is straightforward from [9, Lemma 14] and the proof of the second part is given in Ap-
pendix A. We note that the latter improves on the factor
√
18|B|3/2 given in [10, Equation (68)]. As there
exist quantum states ρAB, σAB with [24]
‖ρAB − σAB‖1 = 2 and supMB
‖(IA ⊗MB) (γAB)‖1 =
2
|B|+ 1 ,
this result establishes the dimension dependence Ω(|B|) for minimal distortion relative to quantum side infor-
mation. This answers a question left open in [7].
Theorem 9. Let ρ(AA˜)Bn1 (CC˜)n2 be a quantum state invariant under permutation on B
n1 and (CC˜)n2 with respect to
the other systems, satisfying
trA
[
ρ(AA˜)Bn1 (CC˜)n2
]
= XA˜ ⊗ ρBn1 (CC˜)n2 linear constraint on AA˜ (30)
trC
[
ρ(AA˜)Bn1 (CC˜)n2
]
= ZC˜ ⊗ ρ(AA˜)Bn1 (CC˜)n2−1 linear constraint on CC˜
for some operators XA˜, and ZC˜. Then, there exist a probability distribution {pi}i∈I and sets of quantum states
{σiAA˜}i∈I , {ωiB}i∈I and {τiCC˜}i∈I such that∥∥∥∥∥ρ(AA˜)B(CC˜) −∑i∈I pi σiAA˜ ⊗ωiB ⊗ τiCC˜
∥∥∥∥∥
1
≤ min
{
183/2
√
|AA˜BCC˜|, 4|BCC˜|
}√
4 ln 2
√ log |A|+ 8 log |B|
n2
+
log |A|
n1
 (31)
with trA
[
σiAA˜
]
= XA˜ and trC
[
τiCC˜
]
= ZC˜ for all i ∈ I.
Proof. LetMB→Y (MCC˜→Z) be a quantum-to-classical channel, i.e. a measurement, from the quantum sys-
tem B (CC˜) to the classical system Y (Z). By measuring both B and CC˜, we obtain the following quantum-
classical state,
ρ(AA˜)Yn1 Zn2 = (IAA˜ ⊗MBn1→Yn1 ⊗M(CC˜)n2→Zn2 )
(
ρ(AA˜)Bn1 (CC˜)n2
)
,
whereMBn1→Yn1 is composed of n1 independent and identical measurementsMB→Y, each one acting on
a different B system, and M(CC˜)n2→Zn2 is defined in a similar way as well. It is easy to see that the post-
measurement state still satisfies the linear constraint (30)
trA
[
ρ(AA˜)Yn1 Zn2
]
= XA˜ ⊗ ρYn1 Zn2 ,
and therefore is compatible with the hypothesis of Lemma 7. Then, we can find m ∈ [0, n1) and ` ∈ [0, n2)
such that
E
ymz`
[∥∥∥ρ(AA˜)Ym+1Z`+1|ymz` − ρAA˜|ymz` ⊗ ρYm+1|ymz` ⊗ ρZ`+1|ymz`∥∥∥21
]
≤ 4 ln 2
(
log |A|
n1
+
log |A|+ log |Y|
n2
)
(32)
by Lemma 7. For given ym and z`, let us define a traceless Hermitian operator
γ(AA˜)B(CC˜) = ρ(AA˜)Bm+1(CC˜)`+1|ymz` − ρAA˜|ymz` ⊗ ρBm+1|ymz` ⊗ ρ(CC˜)`+1|ymz` .
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This operator is related to the one in the left hand side (LHS) of (32) by a measurement on the B and CC˜
systems,(IAA˜ ⊗MB→Y ⊗MCC˜→Z) (γ(AA˜)B(CC˜)) = ρ(AA˜)Ym+1Z`+1|ymz` − ρAA˜|ymz` ⊗ ρYm+1|ymz` ⊗ ρZ`+1|ymz` .
As in [7], we consider two ways to relate the trace norm of γ(AA˜)B(CC˜) to (IAA˜⊗MB→Y⊗MCC˜→Z)
(
γ(AA˜)B(CC˜)
)
.
Firstly, we will exploit the second part of Lemma 8 iteratively. If we let the measurements MB→Y and
MCC˜→Z be the measurement described in the second part of Lemma 8, we get∥∥∥γ(AA˜)B(CC˜)∥∥∥1 ≤ 2|CC˜|∥∥∥(IAA˜B ⊗MCC˜→Z) (γ(AA˜)B(CC˜))∥∥∥1
≤ 2|B| × 2|CC˜|
∥∥∥(IAA˜Z ⊗MB→Y) ((IAA˜B ⊗MCC˜→Z) (γ(AA˜)B(CC˜)))∥∥∥1
= 4|BCC˜|
∥∥∥(IAA˜ ⊗MB→Y ⊗MCC˜→Z) (γ(AA˜)B(CC˜))∥∥∥1,
and |Y| ≤ |B|6. Secondly, if we use the first part of Lemma 8 instead, we obtain∥∥∥γ(AA˜)B(CC˜)∥∥∥1 ≤
√
183|AA˜BCC˜|
∥∥∥(MAA˜ ⊗MB→Y ⊗MCC˜→Z) (γ(AA˜)B(CC˜))∥∥∥1
≤
√
183|AA˜BCC˜|
∥∥∥(IAA˜ ⊗MB→Y ⊗MCC˜→Z) (γ(AA˜)B(CC˜))∥∥∥1
with |Y| ≤ |B|8, where the second inequality follows from the monotonicity of the trace norm under CPTP
maps. Combining (32) with the above two results gives
E
ym1 z
`
1
[∥∥∥ρ(AA˜)Bm+1(CC˜)`+1|ym1 z`1 − ρAA˜|ym1 z`1 ⊗ ρBm+1|ym1 z`1 ⊗ ρ(CC˜)`+1|ym1 z`1∥∥∥21
]
≤ min
{
183/2
√
|AA˜BCC˜|, 4|BCC˜|
}√
4 ln 2
√ log |A|+ 8 log |B|
n2
+
log |A|
n1
 (33)
Depending on the dimensions, we can choose the tighter one between the two bounds. The following chain
of inequalities combining with (33) concludes the proof of the first part of the theorem,∥∥∥∥∥ρ(AA˜)Bm+1(CC˜)`+1 − Eymz`
[
ρAA˜|ymz` ⊗ ρBm+1|ymz` ⊗ ρ(CC˜)`+1|ymz`
]∥∥∥∥∥
1
≤ E
ymz`
[∥∥∥ρ(AA˜)Bm+1(CC˜)`+1|ymz` − ρAA˜|ymz` ⊗ ρBm+1|ymz` ⊗ ρ(CC˜)`+1|ymz`∥∥∥1] (∵ Triangular Inequality)
≤
√
E
ymz`
[∥∥∥ρ(AA˜)Bm+1(CC˜)`+1|ymz` − ρAA˜|ymz` ⊗ ρBm+1|ymz` ⊗ ρ(CC˜)`+1|ymz`∥∥∥21
]
(∵ Concavity),
where the quantum state Eymz`
[
ρAA˜|ymz` ⊗ ρBm+1|ymz` ⊗ ρ(CC˜)`+1|ymz`
]
is separable over the tripartite cut
AA˜|B|CC˜. It is worth noting that, due to the fact that the state under consideration is permutation in-
variant over Bn1 and (CC˜)n2 , the result we obtain is independent of the specific m and ` considered. This
closes the proof of (31).
In order to conclude the proof, we need to show that each state in the mixture still satisfies the corre-
sponding linear constraint. For a state ρAA˜|ymz` describing the AA˜ system, we have
trA
[
ρAA˜|ymz`
]
=
trYmZ`
[
(1A˜ ⊗My
m
Bm→Ym ⊗Mz
`
(CC˜)`→Z`) trA
[
ρ(AA˜)Bm(CC˜)`
]]
tr
[
(1AA˜ ⊗My
m
Bm→Ym ⊗Mw
`
(CC˜)`→Z`)ρ(AA˜)Bm(CC˜)`
]
=
trYmZ`
[
(1A˜ ⊗My
m
Bm→Ym ⊗Mz
`
(CC˜)`→Z`)
(
XA˜ ⊗ ρBm(CC˜)`
)]
tr
[
(My
m
Bm→Ym ⊗Mz
`
(CC˜)`→Z`)ρBm(CC˜)`
]
= XA˜,
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where My
m
Bm→Ym is the measurement effect over B
m corresponding to the outcome ym, while Mz
`
(CC˜)`→Z` is
the effect over (CC˜)` corresponding to the outcome z`. For a state ρ(CC˜)`+1|ymz` , we have
trC
[
ρ(CC˜)`+1|ymz`
]
=
trYmZ`
[
(My
m
Bm→Ym ⊗Mz
`
(CC˜)`→Z` ⊗ 1C˜`+1) trC
[
ρBm(CC˜)`+1
]]
tr
[
(My
m
Bm→Ym ⊗Mz
`
(CC˜)`→Z` ⊗ 1(CC˜)`+1)ρBm(CC˜)`+1
]
=
trYmz`
[
(My
m
Bm→Ym ⊗Mz
`
(CC˜)`→Z` ⊗ 1C˜`+1)
(
ZC˜`+1 ⊗ ρBm(CC˜)`
)]
tr
[
(My
m
Bm→Ym ⊗Mz
`
(CC˜)`→Z`)ρBm(CC˜)`
]
= ZC˜`+1 .
In the case of general linear constraints, we have a worse bound with |A||A˜| instead of |A| in (31) as
stated in Theorem 2. We refer to Appendix B for the proof.
4.3 Convergence rate
In the last section, we proved the tripartite quantum de Finetti theorem with partial trace constraints on the
state. In this section, we use this result to prove Theorem 3, providing a bound on the quantitative accuracy
of sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T) for each level.
Theorem 10. Let sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T) be the (n1, n2)-th level SDP relaxation for the |T|-dimensional two-player free
game with rule matrix V and probability distribution pi(q1)pi(q2). Then, we have
0 ≤ sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T)− w
Q
T (V,pi) ≤ O
(
|T|4
(√
log |TA|
n2
+
log |A|
n1
))
.
Proof. Let ρA1Q1TA2Q2TˆSSˆ be the optimal state of the (n1, n2)-th level relaxation sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T). The state
should be (n1, n2)-extendible since all feasible states must be (n1, n2)-extendible states satisfying the linear
constraints. Then, we have
sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T) = |T|2 tr
[(
VA1 A2Q1Q2 ⊗ΦTTˆ|SSˆ
)
ρA1Q1TA2Q2TˆSSˆ
]
= |T|2 tr
[(
VA1 A2Q1Q2 ⊗ΦTTˆ|SSˆ
)(
∑
i
pi σiA1Q1T ⊗ωiA2Q2Tˆ ⊗ τ
i
SSˆ
)]
+ |T|2 tr
[(
VA1 A2Q1Q2 ⊗ΦTTˆ|SSˆ
)(
ρA1Q1TA2Q2TˆSSˆ −∑
i
pi σiA1Q1T ⊗ωiA2Q2Tˆ ⊗ τ
i
SSˆ
)]
≤ ωQ(T)(V,pi) + |T|2 tr
[(
VA1 A2Q1Q2 ⊗ΦTTˆ|SSˆ
)(
ρA1Q1TA2Q2TˆSSˆ −∑
i
pi σiA1Q1T ⊗ωiA2Q2Tˆ ⊗ τ
i
SSˆ
)]
,
where ∑i pi σiA1Q1T ⊗ ωiA2Q2Tˆ ⊗ τ
i
SSˆ
is one of the close separable states to ρA1Q1TA2Q2TˆSSˆ specified by Theo-
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rem 9. As sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T) is an upper bound for ωQ(T)(V,pi) we obtain∣∣∣ sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T)−ωQ(T)(V,pi)∣∣∣
≤ |T|2
∣∣∣∣∣tr
[(
VA1 A2Q1Q2 ⊗ΦTTˆ|SSˆ
)(
ρA1Q1TA2Q2TˆSSˆ −∑
i
pi σiA1Q1T ⊗ωiA2Q2Tˆ ⊗ τ
i
SSˆ
)]∣∣∣∣∣
≤ |T|2
∥∥∥VA1 A2Q1Q2 ⊗ΦTTˆ|SSˆ∥∥∥∞
∥∥∥∥∥ρA1Q1TA2Q2TˆSSˆ −∑i pi σiA1Q1T ⊗ωiA2Q2Tˆ ⊗ τiSSˆ
∥∥∥∥∥
1
(∵ Ho¨lder’s inequality)
= |T|2∥∥VA1 A2Q1Q2∥∥∞∥∥∥ΦTTˆ|SSˆ∥∥∥∞
∥∥∥∥∥ρA1Q1TA2Q2TˆSSˆ −∑i pi σiA1Q1T ⊗ωiA2Q2Tˆ ⊗ τiSSˆ
∥∥∥∥∥
1
= |T|2
∥∥∥∥∥ρA1Q1TA2Q2TˆSSˆ −∑i pi σiA1Q1T ⊗ωiA2Q2Tˆ ⊗ τiSSˆ
∥∥∥∥∥
1
(
∵
∥∥VA1 A2Q1Q2∥∥∞ = ∥∥∥ΦTTˆ|SSˆ∥∥∥∞ = 1)
≤ |T|2
183/2|T|2 (√2 ln 2)
√(log |A|+ 8 log |SSˆ|)
n2
+
log |A|
n1
 (∵ Theorem 9)
= 183/2|T|4
(√
2 ln 2
)√ (log |A|+ 16 log |T|)
n2
+
log |A|
n1
 .
Corollary 11. Let sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T) be the (n1, n2)-th level relaxation for the |T|-dimensional two-player free game
with rule matrix V and probability distribution pi(q1)pi(q2). Then, we have
ωQ(T)(V,pi) = limn1,n2→∞
sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T).
Theorem 10 provides us the convergence speed of our SDP relaxations. For simplicity, let us assume
n1 = n2 = n. To achieve a constant error e, we need to go up to the following level of the hierarchy:
O
(
|T|4
√
log |TA|
n
)
≤ e ⇐⇒ n ≥ O
(
|T|8 log |TA|
e2
)
.
When n1 = n2 = O
(
|T|8 log |TA|
e2
)
, the size of the variables in the SDP is
(|A||Q||T|)O
(
|T|8 log |TA|
e2
)
, which is exp
(
O
( |T|8
e2
(
log2 |AT|+ log |Q| log |TA|
) ))
. (34)
This implies that approximating the quantum optimal winning probability of two-player free games for
fixed dimension can be solved within the additive error e > 0 in quasi-polynomial time in terms of the sizes
of answers and questions of the game. Note that this convergence rate is derived only from the linear
constraints in sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T), and we used neither the PPT nor NPA constraints.
5 Combining with the NPA hierarchy
5.1 Setting
In this section, we discuss how to combine our sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T) in (15) with the NPA hierarchy [30, 33].
Combining these two hierarchies is advantageous because the resulting SDP relaxation always returns a
bound which is equal or tighter than the ones obtained with the individual relaxations. We review the NPA
hierarchy in Section 5.2 and show how to combine the two hierarchies in Section 5.3.
5.2 NPA hierarchy
The NPA hierarchy gives necessary conditions satisfied by quantum correlations [30, 33]. As mentioned, a
correlation between two parties can be represented as a conditional joint probability p(a1, a2|q1, q2), where
q1 and q2 are the labels of the measurements performed by Alice and Bob respectively, while a1 and a2 are the
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outcomes of such measurements. For a given choice of q1 and q2, the correlation p(a1, a2|q1, q2) is classified
as quantum if there exist a quantum state ρAB and local measurements
{
E(a1, q1) = E˜(a1, q1)A ⊗ 1B
}
a1
and{
E(a2, q2) = 1A ⊗ E˜(a2, q2)B
}
a2
such that
p(a1, a2|q1, q2) = tr [E(a1, q1)E(a2, q2)ρAB] .
In the NPA hierarchy, we can always assume without loss of generality that the measurements {E(ai, qi)} are
composed by orthogonal projectors as the dimension of the system is unbounded. However, this is no longer
true when we combine the NPA hierarchy with our SDP relaxations, which have the dimension restriction.
In the next section, we will clarify how we can take this into account when we write the NPA constraints for
the combined hierarchy. For now, let us assume the measurements are composed by orthogonal projectors
and satisfy the following properties:
(i) hermiticity: E(ai, qi)† = E(ai, qi)
(ii) orthogonality: E(ai, qi)E(a¯i, q¯i) = δai ,a¯i E(ai, qi) if qi = q¯i
(iii) completeness: ∑
ai
E(ai, qi) = 1AB ∀qi
(iv) commutativity: [E(a1, q1), E(a2, q2)] = 0 ∀a1, a2, q1, q2.
For simplicity of notation, let us define the set α := {(a1, q1)} and β ≡ {(a2, q2)}, and denote Pαβ :=
p(a1, a2|q1, q2), where α = (a1, q1) ∈ α and β = (a2, q2) ∈ β. The set α has m1 = |A1||Q1| elements, and the
set β has m2 = |A2||Q2| elements.
Let us assume that a correlation Pαβ is a quantum correlation which has a quantum state ρAB and mea-
surement operators {E(ai, qi)}. By taking products of E(ai, qi) or linear combinations of such products, we
can construct a set of n operators, S = {S1, · · · , Sn}. For each set S , we can construct an n× n matrix Γ of
the form
Γij = tr
[
S†i SjρAB
]
. (35)
From the construction, Γ is a Hermitian matrix which satisfies that
if ∑
i,j
cijS†i Sj = 0 then ∑
i,j
cijΓij = 0, (36)
as well as that
if ∑
i,j
cijS†i Sj =∑
α,β
dαβE(α)E(β) then ∑
i,j
cijΓij =∑
α,β
dαβPαβ, (37)
where α ∈ α and β ∈ β. Here, the coefficients cij and dαβ are determined by the set S . Moreover, we have
Γ ≥ 0. (38)
As a result, we get the following necessary conditions for quantum correlations.
Lemma 12. [29, 30] For a given set S = {S1, · · · , Sn} constructed by taking products or linear combinations of
{E(ai, qi)} satisfying the conditions (i)-(iv), necessary conditions for a correlation p(a1, a2|q1, q2) to be quantum are
that there exists a Hermitian n× n matrix Γ which satisfies the conditions (36), (37), and (38).
The simplest example is when we choose S as {E(a1, q1)}∪ {E(a2, q2)} = {E(ai, qi)}, which corresponds
to the first level of the NPA hierarchy. Namely, for any given correlation p(a1, a2|q1, q2) the corresponding
Γ1 for S = {E(ai, qi)} constructed from (35) takes the form
Γ1 =
(
Q P
PT R
)
, (39)
where the m1 ×m2 sub-matrix P has the form
Pαβ = p(a1, a2|q1, q2) = tr [E(a1, q1)E(a2, q2)ρAB] , α = (a1, q1), β = (a2, q2), (40)
and the m1 ×m1 sub-matrix Q and m2 ×m2 sub-matrix R satisfy
Qαα = p(a1|q1) = tr [E(a1, q1)ρAB] , α = (a1, q1) ∈ α
Qαα′ = 0, α = (a1, q1), α
′ = (a′1, q
′
1) ∈ α for q1 = q′1
Rββ = p(a2|q2) = tr [E(a2, q2)ρAB] , β = (a2, q2) ∈ β
Rββ′ = 0, β = (a2, q2), β
′ = (a′2, q′2) ∈ β for q2 = q′2,
(41)
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where p(a1|q1) = ∑a2 p(a1, a2|q1, q2) and p(a2|q2) = ∑a1 p(a1, a2|q1, q2) are the marginal probabilities. Note
that we are suppressing the conditioning argument q2 and q1, respectively, since the distributions under
considerations are non-signalling.4 With this construction, we can specify all entries of Γ1 but the entries of
Qαα′ when q1 6= q′1, and Rββ′ when q2 6= q′2. The matrix Γ1 automatically satisfies the conditions (36) and (37)
due to (41). The only remaining part to check is whether we can find a matrix of the form Γ1 in (39) which
is positive semidefinite by giving appropriate values to the undecided entries of Γ1. In other words, for a
given correlation p(a1, a2|q1, q2), we need to decide whether we can find Γ1 with the form (39) such that
Γ1 ≥ 0. (42)
As different sets S provide different necessary conditions for quantum correlations, we can build a hierarchy
of necessary conditions by using a sequence of independent sets {Sk}k, where Sk ⊂ Sk+1 for all k. Conven-
tionally, in the NPA hierarchy, the first level is chosen as S1 = {E(ai, qi)} as discussed above, the second
level is S2 = {E(ai, qi)E(aj, qj)}, the third level is S3 = {E(ai, qi)E(aj, qj)E(ak, qk)}, and so on. Therefore, the
kth level NPA matrix Γk will have the form
(Γk)ij = tr
[
S†i SjρAB
]
(43)
with the set Sk = {E(ai1 , qi1)E(ai2 , qi2) · · · E(aik , qik )}. In fact, the completeness of the NPA hierarchy was
proven in [30]. That is, a correlation which satisfies the k-th level NPA condition for all k ≥ 1 is a quantum
correlation.
5.3 NPA as constraints on sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T)
In this section, we provide a procedure for expressing the entries of the NPA matrix Γk, given in (43), in
terms of the optimisation variable ρ(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)n1 (SSˆ)n2 . As an example, we show how to write the first
level of the NPA constraint (42) and postpone the general case to Appendix D.
We begin by recalling that the optimal winning probability of quantum correlations can be written as,
ωQ(T)(V,pi) = maxp∈Q ∑q1,q2
pi(q1, q2) ∑
a1,a2
V(a1, a2, q1, q2)p(a1, a2|q1, q2),
where Q is the set of all quantum correlations. If we compare this expression with the objective function of
our sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T) under the assumptions that A1 A2Q1Q2 is a classical subsystem in (17) we can derive
the relation between p(a1, a2|q1, q2) and the variable ρTTˆn1 (SSˆ)n2 (a1, an12 , q1, qn12 ), which is
p(a1, a2|q1, q2) = |T|
2
pi(q1, q2)
tr
[
ΦTTˆ|SSˆ ρTTˆSSˆ(a1, a2, q1, q2)
]
, (44)
where ρTTˆSSˆ(a1, a2, q1, q2) is the reduced state of ρTTˆn1 (SSˆ)n2 (a1, a
n1
2 , q1, q
n1
2 ):
ρTTˆSSˆ(a1, a2, q1, q2) = ∑
a
n1−1
2 ,q
n1−1
2
trTˆn1−1(SSˆ)n2−1
[
ρTTˆn1 (SSˆ)n2 (a1, a
n1
2 , q1, q
n1
2 )
]
.
The marginal probabilities for Alice are given by
p(a1|q1) =∑
a2
p(a1, a2|q1, q2) = |T|
2
pi(q1, q2)
tr
[
ΦTTˆ|SSˆ
(
∑
a2
ρTTˆSSˆ(a1, a2, q1, q2)
)]
=
|T|
pi(q1)
tr
[
ΦTTˆ|SSˆ
(
1Tˆ ⊗ ρTSSˆ(a1, q1)
)]
,
where we used the linear constraints of the program and the fact that we consider free games. Similarly, the
marginal probability distribution for Bob is given by,
p(a2|q2) = |T|
pi(q2)
tr
[
ΦTTˆ|SSˆ
(
1T ⊗ ρTˆSSˆ(a2, q2)
)]
.
4It is worth noting that we have used the assumption that the measurements are composed by orthogonal projectors to set some of
the entries of the Q and R matrices to zero. When this assumption cannot be made, for example when we combine this with our SDP
relaxations, one should replace these entries with new variables of the problem.
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Then, using the joint and marginal probabilities we can construct the first level NPA matrix Γ1, see (39), (40)
and (41). The sole entries of Γ1 which we cannot relate to the optimisation variable are those in the sub-
matrices Q and R with different inputs q; these entries become new variables of the problem. To impose the
NPA constraint to our sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T), we can now simply add the constraint Γ1(ρ(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)n1 (SSˆ)n2 ) ≥
0 to the SDP as in (11).
For any k ≥ 2, the k-th level of the NPA hierarchy involves a matrix Γk where some of the entries are
of the form p(am1 , a
`
2|qm1 , q`2) where m and ` are such that m + ` ≤ 2k. Among these entries, the ones we
can express in terms of the optimization variable are those with m = 1 (since we are not extending the
sub-system A1Q1T) and ` ≤ k (as long as k ≤ n1). The relation between these entries is
p(a1, a`2|q1, q`2) =
|T|`+1
pi(q1) ∏`j=1 pi(q
(j)
2 )
tr
[(
P`+1cyclic
)TSSˆ (⊗`
i=2
1Ti
)
⊗ ρTTˆ`SSˆ(a1, a`2, qm1 , q`2)
]
∀` : ` ≤ k,
where Pncyclic is a unitary operator acting on n copies of the subsystem TTˆ, implementing a cyclic permutation
over these copies described by the following action over tuples, (1, 2, 3, . . . , n) → (2, 3, . . . , n, 1). The above
equation is explicitly derived in Appendix D. Then, to impose the k-th level NPA constraint, we can simply
add the positive semi-definite condition Γk ≥ 0 to sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T).
6 Conclusions
We explored the characterisation of quantum correlation with dimension constraints. More specifically, we
gave a converging hierarchy of SDP relaxations for the set of quantum correlations with fixed dimension and
provided analytical bounds on the convergence rate by means of multipartite quantum de Finetti theorems
with linear constraints. We conclude with a few remarks about our results.
• Quantum information applications: Our approach can be applied to other problems of interest. The
most obvious example would be the multipartite extension of two-player non-local games. In addi-
tion, as pointed out in [7], finding the maximum success probability for transmitting a message under
a given noisy channel can be formalised in terms of a quantum separability problem as well. Thus, our
techniques can be applied to the multipartite generalisation of this quantum error correction problem
and particularly promising is the possibility to add, even in this setting, NPA type of constraints.
• Dimension reduction using symmetry: Compared to a given level of the NPA hierarchy, the cor-
responding level of sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T) has an optimization variable with a bigger size, and a higher
number of constraints. One way to improve this aspect is to use the symmetry embedded in the
semidefinite program. Our SDP relaxations have a few symmetries: (i) ΦTTˆSSˆ in the objective function
is invariant under any local unitary transformation, and (ii) depending on the game, the rule matrix
V(a1, a2, q1, q2) is also invariant under some actions. We refer to [35] for an example of a symmetry-
finding program that can potentially reduce the program size in numerical implementations.
• Improving on |T|-dependence: When we set |T| = 1, our relaxations become exactly equivalent to
the linear program relaxations given in [10]
lpn(V,pi, 1) := maxp ∑
a,b,x,y
V(a, b, x, y) p(a, b, x, y)
s.t. p(a, bn, x, yn) ≥ 0 ∀ a, bn, x, yn , ∑
a,bn ,x,yn
p(a, bn, x, yn) = 1, perm. inv. on bn, yn wrt an and xn
∑
a
p(a, bn, x, yn) = pi(x)p(bn, yn), ∑
b
p(a, bn, x, yn) = pi(y)p(a, bn−1, x, yn−1).
As there are also matching strong hardness results [1], the complexity derived in (34) seems near opti-
mum with respect to |Q| and |A|. However, there could very well exist more efficient approximation
algorithms in terms of the |T|-dependence. One might for example explore e-net based methods as in
[8, 36].
• General games: In the main text, we assume that the given probability distribution of the questions
for Alice and Bob is not correlated, i.e. pi(q1, q2) = pi(q1)pi(q2), which corresponds to free games.
However, we can also derive lower bounds on the computational complexity for general games, when
pi(q1, q2) 6= pi(q1)pi(q2). The key idea is to make pi(q1, q2) absorbed into the rule matrix V(a1, a2, q1, q2)
instead of EA1Q1T and DA2Q2Tˆ when we convert the problem to the quantum separability problem. We
refer to Appendix C for the derivation, where we find that in contrast to free games, our bounds
become exponential in terms of |Q|.
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Appendix A Distortion relative to quantum side information
Here, we prove the second part of Lemma 8 which states that for a traceless Hermitian operator γAB on
HAB, there exists a measurementMB on HB with at most |B|6 outcomes such that ‖(IA ⊗MB) (γAB)‖1 ≥
1
2|B|‖γAB‖1. The proof is inspired from [22, Theorem 16].
Proof of Lemma 8. Let us start with the maximally entangled state
ΦA′ |B′ = |Φ〉〈Φ|A′ |B′ where |Φ〉A′ |B′ =
1
|A′||B′|∑i
|i〉A′ |i〉B′ , and |A′| = |B′|.
We can create a separable state ωA′B′ by mixing ΦA′ |B′ with another separable state σA′B′ =
1A′B′−ΦA′ |B′
|B′ |2−1 as
ωA′B′ =
1
|B′|ΦA′B′ +
|B′| − 1
|B′| σA′B′ ∈ SEP(A’: B’),
where SEP(A’: B’) denotes the set of separable states with respect to the bipartition A′|B′. Hence, we can
write ωA′B′ = ∑i piωiA′ ⊗ ωiB′ for some probability distribution {pi}i and states {ωiA′}i and {ωiB′}i with at
most |A′B′|2 elements [21]. Next, we define a measurementMB with operators {M˜B(i, k)}i,k, as well as a
set of measurements {Mi,kA }i,k with operators {M˜i,kA (j)}j as
M˜B(i, k) = trB′
[
piU†B(k)
√
ωiB′ΦBB′
√
ωiB′UB(k)
]
and (45)
M˜i,kA (j) = trA′
[√
ωiA′U
†
A′(k)NAA′(j)UA′(k)
√
ωiA′
]
, (46)
where U(k) denote generalised Pauli operators, ωiA′ and ω
i
B′ are the elements of the decomposition of ωA′B′ ,
and {NAA′(j)}j are measurement operators defined later. We can check that both definitions indeed corre-
spond to valid measurements
∑
i,k
M˜B(i, k) = 1B,∑
j
M˜i,kA (j) = 1A, and M˜B(i, k), M˜
i,k
A (j) ≥ 0 ∀i, k, j.
The goal is to show thatMB defined in (45) gives rise to (29). Before showing that, however, it is helpful to
understand where these measurements came from. They are related to the quantum teleportation protocol
from [6]. Without loss of generality, let us assume that |A| ≥ |B| = |A′| = |B′|. Then, the quantum
teleportation protocol from B to A is a quantum channel defined as [6]
τABA′B′→AA′(·) =
|B|2
∑
k=1
UA′(k) trBB′
[
(·)
(
1AA′ ⊗UB(k)ΦBB′U†B(k)
)]
U†A′(k).
For a traceless Hermitian operator γAB, we then consider
‖τABA′B′→AA′ (γAB ⊗ωA′B′)‖1 =∑
j
|tr [NAA′(j) (τABA′B′→AA′ (γAB ⊗ωA′B′))]| ,
where we used the expression ‖XA‖1 = max{MA(i)}i ∑i |tr [MA(i)XA]| for the trace norm with correspond-
ing arg max {NAA′(j)}j to be used in (46). We have
‖τABA′B′→AA′ (γAB ⊗ωA′B′)‖1
=∑
j
∣∣∣∣∣∑k tr
[
NAA′(j)
(
UA′(k) trBB′
[
(γAB ⊗ωA′B′)
(
1AA′ ⊗UB(k)ΦBB′U†B(k)
)]
U†A′(k)
)]∣∣∣∣∣
=∑
j
∣∣∣∣∣∑k tr
[(
U†A′(k)NAA′(j)UA′(k)⊗ 1BB′
) (
(γAB ⊗ωA′B′)
(
1AA′ ⊗UB(k)ΦBB′U†B(k)
))]∣∣∣∣∣
=∑
j
∣∣∣∣∣∑k tr
[(
U†A′(k)NAA′(j)UA′(k)⊗U†B(k)ΦBB′UB(k)
)(
γAB ⊗
(
∑
i
piωiA′ ⊗ωiB′
))]∣∣∣∣∣
=∑
j
∣∣∣∣∣∑i,k tr
[((√
ωiA′U
†
A′(k)NAA′(j)UA′(k)
√
ωiA′
)
⊗
(
piU†B(k)
√
ωiB′ΦBB′
√
ωiB′UB(k)
))
(γAB ⊗ 1A′B′)
]∣∣∣∣∣
=∑
j
∣∣∣∣∣∑i,k tr
[
γAB
(
M˜i,kA (j)⊗ M˜B(i, k)
)]∣∣∣∣∣ . (47)
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The measurementMB defined in (45) now gives rise to
‖(IA ⊗MB) (γAB)‖1
= ∑
i,k
∥∥trB [(1A ⊗ M˜B(i, k)) γAB]∥∥1
= ∑
i,k
max
{Mi,kA (j)}j
∑
j
∣∣∣tr [(Mi,kA (j)⊗ M˜B(i, k)) γAB]∣∣∣
≥ ∑
i,k
∑
j
∣∣∣tr [(M˜i,kA (j)⊗ M˜B(i, k)) γAB]∣∣∣
≥ ∑
j
∣∣∣∣∣∑i,k tr
[(
M˜i,kA (j)⊗ M˜B(i, k)
)
γAB
]∣∣∣∣∣ (48)
= ‖τABA′B′→AA′ (γAB ⊗ωA′B′)‖1 (by (47))
=
∥∥∥∥τABA′B′→AA′ (γAB ⊗( 1|B|ΦA′B′ + |B| − 1|B| σA′B′
))∥∥∥∥
1
=
∥∥∥∥ 1|B|τABA′B′→AA′ (γAB ⊗ΦA′B′) + |B| − 1|B| τABA′B′→AA′ (γAB ⊗ σA′B′)
∥∥∥∥
1
≥ 1|B| ‖τABA′B′→AA′ (γAB ⊗ΦA′B′)‖1 −
∥∥∥∥τABA′B′→AA′ (γAB ⊗( |B| − 1|B| σA′B′
))∥∥∥∥
1
, (49)
where in the third line we substituted the measurement operators {M˜i,kA (j)}j instead of the maximisation,
and in the last line we used the reverse triangular inequality. Note that the first term in the last line is
equivalent to ‖γAB‖1 since ΦA′B′ is the maximally entangled state. Let us investigate the second term more
closely. We have the chain of elementary implications
|B| − 1
|B| σA′B′ ≤
|B| − 1
|B| σA′B′ +
1
|B|ΦA′B′ = ωA′B′
⇒ γAB ⊗ |B| − 1|B| σA′B′ ≤ γAB ⊗ωA′B′
⇒
∥∥∥∥τABA′B′→AA′ (γAB ⊗( |B| − 1|B| σA′B′
))∥∥∥∥
1
≤ ‖τABA′B′→AA′ (γAB ⊗ωA′B′)‖1
⇒
∥∥∥∥τABA′B′→AA′ (γAB ⊗( |B| − 1|B| σA′B′
))∥∥∥∥
1
≤∑
j
∣∣∣∣∣∑i,k tr
[
γAB
(
M˜i,kA (j)⊗ M˜B(i, k)
)]∣∣∣∣∣ (by (47))
⇒
∥∥∥∥τABA′B′→AA′ (γAB ⊗( |B| − 1|B| σA′B′
))∥∥∥∥
1
≤ ‖(IA ⊗MB) (γAB)‖1 (by (48))
and substituting this into (49) yields the claim
‖(IA ⊗MB) (γAB)‖1 ≥
1
|B| ‖γAB‖1 − ‖(IA ⊗MB) (γAB)‖1.
It remains to quantify the number of measurement outcomes ofMB with operators {M˜B(i, k)}i,k as defined
in (46). The index i came from the number of elements in the separable state ωA′B′ , which is at most |A′B′|2 =
|B|4, and the index k came from the number of generalised Pauli operators, which is |B|2. Therefore, the
number of outcomes is at most |B|6.
Appendix B Multipartite quantum de Finetti with linear constraints
Here, we prove multipartite quantum de Finetti theorems with general linear constraints. The proof is
similar as for the partial trace constraints in Section 4.2. Let us recall some useful relations of the multipartite
conditional quantum mutual information:
• Definition
I(A1 : A2 : · · · : Ak|B)ρ :=
k
∑
i=1
S(AiB)− S(A1 A2 · · · AkB)− S(B)
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• Reduction multipartite to bipartite
I(A1 : · · · : Ak|R)ρ = I(A1 : A2|R) + I(A1 A2 : A3|R) + · · ·+ I(A1 · · · Ak−1 : Ak|R) (50)
• Chain rule
I(A : BX|Z) = I(A : X|Z) + I(A : B|XZ). (51)
Let us first find general bounds on the conditional quantum mutual information and multipartite condi-
tional quantum mutual information, which are the general versions of Lemma 6 and Lemma 7.
Lemma 13. For a quantum state ρAZX classical on the Z- and X-system, it holds that
I(A : Z|X) ≤ log |A|.
Proof. For X classical, the conditional quantum mutual information can be written as I(A : Z|X) = ∑x px I(A :
Z)ρAZ|x . We know that I(A : Z) ≤ log |A| when Z is classical, and hence
I(A : Z|X) =∑
x
px I(A : Z)ρAZ|x ≤ log |A|.
Lemma 14. Consider a quantum state ρAZn11 W
n2
1
classical on the Z- and W-systems. Then, there exist 0 ≤ m¯ < n1
and 0 ≤ l¯ < n2 such that
I(A : Zm¯+1 : Wl¯+1|Zm¯1 W l¯1) ≤
log |A|
n1
+
log |A|+ log |Z|
n2
.
Moreover, by Pinsker’s inequality (25) this implies that
Ezm¯1 w
l¯
1
{∥∥∥ρAZm¯+1Wl¯+1|zm¯1 wl¯1 − ρA|zm¯1 wl¯1 ⊗ ρZm¯+1|zm¯1 wl¯1 ⊗ ρWl¯+1|zm¯1 wl¯1∥∥∥21
}
≤ (2 ln 2) log |A|
n1
+
(2 ln 2)(log |A|+ log |Z|)
n2
.
Proof. The multipartite quantum mutual information I(A : Zm¯+1 : Wl¯+1|Zm¯1 W l¯1) can be expressed in terms
of bipartite ones using (50):
I(A : Zm¯+1 : Wl¯+1|Zm¯1 W l¯1) = I(A : Zm¯+1|Zm¯1 W l¯1) + I(AZm¯+1 : Wl¯+1|Zm¯1 W l¯1).
The two terms in RHS are the bipartite mutual information between quantum and classical systems, and
hence we can find an upper bound for each term using the chain rule in (51) and Lemma 13.
First term: For any l, it holds that
I(A : Zn11 |W l1) =
n1−1
∑
m=0
I(A : Zm+1|Zm1 W l1) ≤ log |A|,
where the first equality is the chain rule in (51) and the second inequality is by applying Lemma 13 to
I(A : Zn11 |W l1). Then, summing over all l gives us
n1−1
∑
m=0
n2−1
∑
l=0
I(A : Zm+1|Zm1 W l1) ≤ n2 log |A|. (52)
Second term: Using the same argument, for any m, it holds that
I(AZm+1 : W
n2
1 |Zm1 ) =
n2−1
∑
l=0
I(AZm+1 : Wl+1|Zm1 W l1) ≤ log |AZm+1|,
and summing over m gives us
n1−1
∑
m=0
n2−1
∑
l=0
I(AZm+1 : Wl+1|Zm1 W l1) ≤ n1 (log |A|+ log |Z1|) . (53)
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Combining (52) and (53) gives
n2 log |A|+ n1 (log |A|+ log |Z1|) ≥
n1−1
∑
m=0
n2−1
∑
l=0
[
I(A : Zm+1|Zm1 W l1) + I(AZm+1 : Wl+1|Zm1 W l1)
]
≥ n1n2
[
I(A : Zm¯+1|Zm¯1 W l¯1) + I(AZm¯+1 : Wl¯+1|Zm¯1 W l¯1)
]
,
where m¯ and l¯ are the indices of the smallest element in the sum. Dividing both sides by n1n2 gives us the
desired relation
I(A : Zm¯+1 : Wl¯+1|Zm¯1 W l¯1) = I(A : Zm¯+1|Zm¯1 W l¯1) + I(AZm¯+1 : Wl¯+1|Zm¯1 W l¯1)
≤ log |A|
n1
+
log |A|+ log |Z1|
n2
.
It is straightforward to extend Lemma 14 to the general k-partite case. Now, let us prove the multipartite
quantum de Finetti theorem with general linear constraints.
Theorem 15. Let ρABn1 Cn2 be a quantum state on HA ⊗HBn1 ⊗HCn2 which is invariant under permutations on
HBn1 andHCn2 such that
(EA→A˜ ⊗ IBn1 Cn2 ) (ρABn1 Cn2 ) = XA˜ ⊗ ρBn1 Cn2 linear constraint on A
(ΛB→B˜ ⊗ ICn2 ) (ρBn1 Cn2 ) = YB˜ ⊗ ρBn1−1Cn2 linear constraint on B
(IBn1 ⊗ ΓC→C˜) (ρBn1 Cn2 ) = ZC˜ ⊗ ρBn1 Cn2−1 linear constraint on C.
for some linear maps EA→A˜, ΛB→B˜ and ΓC→C˜ and operators XA˜, YB˜ and ZC˜. Then, there exist a probability distri-
bution {pi}i∈I and sets of quantum states {σiA}i∈I , {ωiB}i∈I and {τiC}i∈I such that∥∥∥∥∥ρABC −∑i∈I piσiA ⊗ωiB ⊗ τiC
∥∥∥∥∥
1
≤ min
{
183/2
√
|ABC|, 4|BC|
}√
2 ln 2
√ log |A|
n1
+
log |A|+ 8 log |B|
n2

with EA→A˜
(
σiA
)
= XA˜, ΛB→B˜
(
ωiB
)
= YB˜, and ΓC→C˜
(
τiC
)
= ZC˜ for all i ∈ I.
Proof. LetMB→Y be a quantum-to-classical measurement from B to the classical system Y, andMC→Z be
a quantum-to-classical measurement from C to the classical system Z. We apply these measurements to the
quantum state ρABn1 Cn2 and will denote the outcome quantum-classical state as ρAYn1 Zn2 . Then, according
to Lemma 14, we can find m ∈ {0, · · · , n1 − 1} and ` ∈ {0, · · · , n2 − 1} such that
Eymz`
{∥∥∥ρAYm+1Z`+1|ymz` − ρA|ymz` ⊗ ρYm+1|ymz` ⊗ ρZ`+1|ymz`∥∥∥21
}
≤ (2 ln 2) log |A|
n1
+
(2 ln 2) (log |A|+ log |Y|)
n2
.
(54)
Let us define γABC ≡ ρABm+1C`+1|ymz` − ρA|ymz` ⊗ ρBm+1|ymz` ⊗ ρC`+1|ymz` . Note that
IA ⊗MB→Y ⊗MC→Z (γABC) = ρAYm+1Z`+1|ymz` − ρA|ymz` ⊗ ρYm+1|ymz` ⊗ ρZ`+1|ymz` .
As shown in the proof of Theorem 9, there are two ways to relate ‖γABC‖1 to ‖IA ⊗MB→Y ⊗MC→Z (γABC)‖1.
Using the second part of Lemma 8 iteratively, we can obtain
‖γABC‖1 ≤ 2|C|‖IAB ⊗MC→Z (γABC)‖1
≤ 4|B||C|‖IAC ⊗MB→Y (IAB ⊗MC→Z (γABC))‖1
= 4|BC|‖IA ⊗MB→Y ⊗MC→Z (γABC)‖1,
and |Y| ≤ |B|6. Using the first part of Lemma 8, we obtain
‖γABC‖21 ≤
(√
183|ABC|
)2
‖MA ⊗MB→Y ⊗MC→Z (γABC)‖21
≤
(√
183|ABC|
)2
‖IA ⊗MB→Y ⊗MC→Z (γABC)‖21 (∵ monotonicity)
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with |Y| ≤ |B|8. Combining (54) with the above two results we obtain
Eymz`
{∥∥∥ρABm+1C`+1|ymz` − ρA|ymz` ⊗ ρBm+1|ymz` ⊗ ρC`+1|ymz`∥∥∥21
}
≤ min
{
183|ABC|, 16|BC|2
}
2 ln 2
(
log |A|
n1
+
(log |A|+ 8 log |B|)
n2
)
.
Then, we have∥∥∥ρABm+1C`+1 −Eymz` {ρA|ymz` ⊗ ρBm+1|ymz` ⊗ ρC`+1|ymz`}∥∥∥1
≤ Eymz`
{∥∥∥ρABm+1C`+1|ymz` − ρA|ymz` ⊗ ρBm+1|ymz` ⊗ ρC`+1|ymz`∥∥∥1} (∵ triangular inequality)
≤
√
Eymz`
{∥∥∥ρABm+1C`+1|ymz` − ρA|ymz` ⊗ ρBm+1|ymz` ⊗ ρC`+1|ymz`∥∥∥21
}
(∵ concavity)
≤ min
{
183/2
√
|ABC|, 4|BC|
}√
2 ln 2
√ log |A|
n1
+
(log |A|+ 8 log |B|)
n2
 .
where we used the triangular inequality for the Schatten p-norm in the second line and the concavity of
the square function in the third line. As Eymz`
{
ρA|ymz` ⊗ ρBm+1|ymz` ⊗ ρC`+1|ymz`
}
is a separable state with
respect to the tripartition A|B|C, this proves the first half of the theorem.
The remaining part is to check whether ρA|ymz` , ρBm+1|ymz` and ρC`+1|ymz` satisfy the desired linear con-
straints. Let us denote MyiBi and M
zi
Ci
as the measurement operators of the measurements MBi→Yi and
MCi→Zi corresponding to the measurement outcomes yi and zi, respectively. Then, we can find the fol-
lowings:
EA→A˜
(
σiA
)
= EA→A˜
(
ρA|ymz`
)
=
TrBmC`
[
(1A ⊗My1B1 ⊗ · · · ⊗M
ym
Bm ⊗M
z1
C1
⊗ · · · ⊗Mz`C`)EA→A˜ (ρABmC`)
]
Tr
[
(1A ⊗My1B1 ⊗ · · · ⊗M
ym
Bm ⊗M
z1
C1
⊗ · · · ⊗Mz`C`)ρABmC`
]
=
TrBmC`
[
(1A ⊗My1B1 ⊗ · · · ⊗M
ym
Bm ⊗M
z1
C1
⊗ · · · ⊗Mz`C`) (XA˜ ⊗ ρBmC`)
]
Tr
[
(1A ⊗My1B1 ⊗ · · · ⊗M
ym
Bm ⊗M
z1
C1
⊗ · · · ⊗Mz`C`)ρABmC`
]
= XA˜.
ΛB→B˜
(
ωiB
)
= ΛB→B˜
(
ρBm+1|ymz`
)
=
TrBmC`
[
(1B˜ ⊗My1B1 ⊗ · · · ⊗M
ym
Bm ⊗M
z1
C1
⊗ · · · ⊗Mz`C`)ΛB→B˜ (ρBm+1C`)
]
Tr
[
(My1B1 ⊗ · · · ⊗M
ym
Bm ⊗ 1Bm+1 ⊗M
z1
C1
⊗ · · · ⊗Mz`C`)ρBm+1C`
]
=
TrBmC`
[
(1B˜ ⊗My1B1 ⊗ · · · ⊗M
ym
Bm ⊗M
z1
C1
⊗ · · · ⊗Mz`C`) (YB˜ ⊗ ρBmC`)
]
Tr
[
(My1B1 ⊗ · · · ⊗M
ym
Bm ⊗ 1Bm+1 ⊗M
z1
C1
⊗ · · · ⊗Mz`C`)ρBm+1C`
]
= YB˜.
ΓC→C˜
(
τiC
)
= ΓC→C˜
(
ρC`+1|ymz`
)
=
TrBmC`
[
(1C˜ ⊗My1B1 ⊗ · · · ⊗M
ym
Bm ⊗M
z1
C1
⊗ · · · ⊗Mz`C`)ΓC→C˜ (ρBmC`+1)
]
Tr
[
(My1B1 ⊗ · · · ⊗M
ym
Bm ⊗M
z1
C1
⊗ · · · ⊗Mz`C` ⊗ 1C`+1) (ρBmC`+1)
]
=
TrBmC`
[
(1C˜ ⊗My1B1 ⊗ · · · ⊗M
ym
Bm ⊗M
z1
C1
⊗ · · · ⊗Mz`C`)
(ZC˜ ⊗ ρBmC`)]
Tr
[
(My1B1 ⊗ · · · ⊗M
ym
Bm ⊗M
z1
C1
⊗ · · · ⊗Mz`C` ⊗ 1C`+1) (ρBmC`+1)
]
= ZC˜.
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Appendix C General games
Here, we consider general games when the questions for Alice and Bob are correlated, i.e. pi(q1, q2) 6=
pi(q1)pi(q2). Recall that the value for a two-player game with quantum assistance of dimension |T| can be
written as
ωQ(T) = maxE,D,ρ ∑q1,q2
pi(q1, q2) ∑
a1,a2
V(a1, a2, q1, q2) tr
[
ρTTˆ
(
ET(a1|q1)⊗ DTˆ(a2|q2)
)]
.
Let us divide this with |T|2|Q1||Q2| and then multiply by it again
ωQ(T) = |Q1||Q2||T|2 maxE,D,ρ ∑q1,q2
pi(q1, q2) ∑
a1,a2
V(a1, a2, q1, q2) tr
[
ρTTˆ
(
ET(a1|q1)
|T||Q1| ⊗
DTˆ(a2|q2)
|T||Q2|
)]
.
Writing classical systems as quantum systems, we obtain
ωQ(T)(V,pi) = |Q1||Q2||T|2 maxE,D,ρ tr
[(
VpiA1 A2Q1Q2 ⊗ ρTTˆ
) (
EA1Q1T ⊗ DA2Q2Tˆ
)]
s.t. ρTTˆ ≥ 0 , Tr
[
ρTTˆ
]
= 1
EA1Q1T = ∑
a1,q1
|a1q1〉〈a1q1|A1Q1 ⊗
ET(a1|q1)
|T||Q1| ≥ 0
EQ1T =∑
q1
|q1〉〈q1|Q1 ⊗
1T
|T||Q1| =
1Q1T
|T||Q1|
DA2Q2Tˆ = ∑
a2q2
|a2q2〉〈a2q2|A2Q2 ⊗
DTˆ(a2|q2)
|T||Q2| ≥ 0
DQ2Tˆ =∑
q2
|q2〉〈q2|Q2 ⊗
1Tˆ
|T||Q2| =
1Q2Tˆ
|T||Q2| ,
(57)
where VpiA1 A2Q1Q2 = ∑a1,q1,a2,q2 pi(q1, q2)V(a1, a2, q1, q2) |a1, a2, q1, q2〉〈a1, a2, q1, q2|. If we use the same modi-
fied swap trick from Lemma 4, we can rewrite this as an instance of the quantum separability problem
wQT (V,pi) = |Q1||Q2||T|2 maxE,D,ρ tr
[(
VpiA1 A2Q1Q2 ⊗ΦTTˆ|SSˆ
) (
EA1Q1T ⊗ DA2Q2Tˆ ⊗ ρSSˆ
)]
,
with the same constraints in (57). Then, using extendible states, we can write a hierarchy of SDP relaxations
for general games
sdpGn1,n2(V,pi, T) := |Q1||Q2||T|2 maxρ tr
[(
VpiA1 A2Q1Q2 ⊗ΦTTˆ|SSˆ
)
ρ(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)(SSˆ)
]
s.t. ρ(A1Q1T)n1 (A2Q2Tˆ)n2 (SSˆ) ≥ 0, tr
[
ρ(A1Q1T)n1 (A2Q2Tˆ)n2 (SSˆ)
]
= 1
Upi(A1Q1T)n1
(
ρ(A1Q1T)n1 (A2Q2Tˆ)n2 (SSˆ)
)
= ρ(A1Q1T)n1 (A2Q2Tˆ)n2 (SSˆ) ∀pi ∈ S((A1Q1T)
n1)
Upi
(A2Q2Tˆ)n2
(
ρ(A1Q1T)n1 (A2Q2Tˆ)n2 (SSˆ)
)
= ρ(A1Q1T)n1 (A2Q2Tˆ)n2 (SSˆ) ∀pi ∈ S((A2Q2Tˆ)
n2)
trA1 [ρ(A1Q1T)n1 (A2Q2Tˆ)n2 (SSˆ)] =
(
1Q1T
|T||Q1|
)
⊗ ρ(A1Q1T)n1−1(A2Q2Tˆ)n2 (SSˆ)
trA2 [ρ(A1Q1T)n1 (A2Q2Tˆ)n2 (SSˆ)] =
(
1Q2Tˆ
|T||Q2|
)
⊗ ρ(A1Q1T)n1 (A2Q2Tˆ)n2−1(SSˆ)
ρ
TA1Q1T
(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)n(SSˆ)n
≥ 0, ρT(A2Q2 Tˆ)n
(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)n(SSˆ)n
≥ 0, ρT(SSˆ)n
(A1Q1T)(A2Q2Tˆ)n(SSˆ)n
≥ 0
It is again easy to bound the computational complexity of these SDP relaxations using the multipartite
quantum de Finetti theorem derived in Section 4.2. We find
| sdpGn1,n2(V,pi, T)−ωQ(T)(V,pi)|t ≤ 183/2|T|4|Q1||Q2|
(√
4 ln 2
)√ (log |A1|+ 16 log |T|)
n2
+
log |A1|
n1
 .
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Setting n := n1 = n2, the size of the SDP becomes
exp
(
O
( |T|8|Q|4 (log2 |A||T|+ log |A||T| log |Q|)
e2
))
.
In contrast to (12) for free games, this is exponential in terms of |Q|.
Appendix D General NPA constraints on optimisation variable
In the main text, we explained how to add the NPA constraints to our SDP relaxations, and we noticed that
some of the entries of the NPA matrix Γk can be expressed in terms of linear combinations of the optimisa-
tion variable. Here, we explicitly show how these linear combinations are derived, for an SDP relaxation
obtained by extending both the subsystems A1Q1T and A2Q2Tˆ. This relaxation is defined as
sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T) := |T|2 maxρ ∑a1,a2,q1,q2
V(a1, a2, q1, q2) tr
[
ΦTTˆ|SSˆ ρTTˆSSˆ(a1, a2, q1, q2)
]
(59)
s.t. ρTn1 Tˆn2 SSˆ(a
n1
1 , a
n2
2 , q
n1
1 , q
n2
2 ) ≥ 0, ∑
a
n1
1 ,a
n2
2 ,q
n1
1 ,q
n2
2
tr
[
ρTn1 Tˆn2 SSˆ(a
n1
1 , a
n2
2 , q
n1
1 , q
n2
2 )
]
= 1
ρTn1 Tˆn2 SSˆ(a
n1
1 , a
n2
2 , q
n1
1 , q
n2
2 ) perm. inv. on (A1Q1T)
n1 and (A2Q2Tˆ)n2 wrt to other systems
∑
a1
ρTn1 Tˆn2 SSˆ(a
n1
1 , a
n2
2 , q
n1
1 , q
n2
2 ) = pi(q1)
1T
|T| ⊗ ρTn1−1Tˆn2 SSˆ(a
n1−1
1 , a
n2
2 , q
n1−1
1 , q
n2
2 )
∑
a2
ρTn1 Tˆn2 SSˆ(a
n1
1 , a
n2
2 , q
n1
1 , q
n2
2 ) = pi(q2)
1Tˆ
|T| ⊗ ρTn1 Tˆn2−1SSˆ(a
n1
1 , a
n2−1
2 , q
n1
1 , q
n2−1
2 ).
It is worth noting that in the above relaxation we have extended the subsystem A1Q1T rather than SSˆ as in
sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T). This relaxation has slightly worse analytical convergence bounds than the one described
in the main text, since we can no more exploit the partial trace condition if we extend the subsystem A1Q1T.
Nonetheless, we consider it here for the following reasons:
• From the point of view of numerically implementing the SDP, the relaxation sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T) requires
a smaller number of variables than sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T), particularly when we add the NPA constraints.
This is because, as we show in the remaining of the appendix, we can rewrite some of the entries of
Γk as linear combinations of the optimisation variable ρTn1 Tˆn2 SSˆ(a
n1
1 , a
n2
2 , q
n1
1 , q
n2
2 ). For the relaxation
sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T), only a subset of these entries can be expressed as a linear combination of the corre-
sponding variable, and the remaining entries need to be accounted as new variables.
• The relation between the entries of Γk and the optimisation variable of the relaxation sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T)
is more general than the one for the relaxation sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T) used in the main text. For this reason,
in this appendix, we explicitly derive the former relation and briefly comment on how to re-purpose
it for the SDP hierarchy used in the main text.
• The relaxations sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T) scale better than sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T) in numerical implementations. Ex-
tending the subsystem A1Q1T only increases the total dimension of the quantum system in the vari-
able by |T|, but extending the subsystem SSˆ increases it by |T|2. Thus, even though sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T)
has a better theoretical convergence speed, it is practically more advantageous to use sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T).
Our goal is to provide a set of instructions that allows us to express the elements of the NPA matrix Γk as
functions of the variable in the new relaxations sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T), where k ≤ min {n1, n2}. Let us first notice
that our relaxation aims to approximate the optimal quantum winning probability of a game (V,pi), which
we rewrite here for convenience
ωQ(T)(V,pi) = max
E,D, ρ∈CT2
∑
q1,q2
pi(q1, q2) ∑
a1,a2
V(a1, a2, q1, q2) tr
[
ρTTˆ
(
ET(a1|q1)⊗ DTˆ(a2|q2)
)]
.
By direct comparison with the objective function in (59), we see that, for our relaxation to obtain the optimal
value ωQ(T)(V,pi), the optimisation variable reduced to the system TTˆSSˆ needs to be as follow,
ρTTˆSSˆ(a1, q1, a2, q2) =
pi(q1, q2)
|T|2 ET(a1|q1)⊗ DTˆ(a2|q2)⊗ ρ
T
SSˆ ∀ a1, q1, a2, q2, (60)
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where {ET(a1|q1)}a1,q1 and
{
DTˆ(a2|q2)
}
a2,q2
are the optimal measurements, and ρSSˆ is the optimal state of
the assisting system. In order to derive the full optimisation variable ρTn1 Tˆn2 SSˆ(a
n1
1 , a
n2
2 , q
n1
1 , q
n2
2 ), we need to
first make use of the assumption that (V,pi) is a free game. Thus, for a fixed value of a1, q1, a2 and q2 we can
rewrite (60) as
ρTTˆSSˆ(a1, q1, a2, q2) = ET(a1, q1)⊗ DTˆ(a2, q2)⊗ ρTSSˆ,
where ET(a1, q1) =
pi(q1)
|T| ET(a1|q1) and DTˆ(a2, q2) =
pi(q2)
|T| DTˆ(a2|q2).
We can extend this state by taking n1 i.i.d copies of the system in T, and n2 i.i.d copies of the system
in Tˆ, obtaining the following assignment for the objective variable which is optimal and satisfies all the
constraints in sdpn1,n2 ,
ρTn1 Tˆn2 SSˆ(a
n1
1 , a
n2
2 , q
n1
1 , q
n2
2 )
= ET1(a
(1)
1 , q
(1)
1 )⊗ . . .⊗ ETn1 (a
(n1)
1 , q
(n1)
1 )⊗ DTˆ1(a
(1)
2 , q
(1)
2 )⊗ . . .⊗ DTˆn2 (a
(n2)
2 , q
(n2)
2 )⊗ ρTSSˆ.
We can now make use of the explicit form of the optimal variable to derive the NPA constraints for our
SDP relaxations. The highest level of the NPA hierarchy we can fully implement is given by the minimum
between n1 and n2, and in the following we assume without loss of generality that n1 ≥ n2. For a given
k ≤ n2, the element of the NPA matrix Γk which we can express as a function of the optimisation variable
are of the form,
p(am1 , a
`
2|qm1 , q`2) = tr
[(
ET(a
(1)
1 |q(1)1 ) . . . ET(a(m)1 |q(m)1 )⊗ DTˆ(a(1)2 |q(1)2 ) . . . DTˆ(a(`)2 |q(`)2 )
)
ρTTˆ
]
, (61)
where m, ` ≤ k. The other elements of the matrix are either zeros, if we make the additional assumption
that {ET(a1|q1)}a1 and
{
DTˆ(a2|q2)
}
a2
are projective measurements (PVMs) for each q1 and q2 respectively,
or they need to be considered as new variables of the problem.
To rewrite the elements of the NPA matrix in (61) in terms of ρTn1 Tˆn2 SSˆ(a
n1
1 , a
n2
2 , q
n1
1 , q
n2
2 ) we first need to
introduce the following lemma which generalises Lemma 4 in the main text.
Lemma 16. Consider a set of operators {Mi}ni=1, each of them acting over the Hilbert spaceH. Then, it holds that
tr
[
Pncyclic (M1 ⊗M2 ⊗ . . .⊗Mn)
]
= tr [M1M2 . . . Mn] , (62)
where Pncyclic ∈ B(H) is the unitary operator associated with the cyclic permutation pi, which acts over the n tuple as
pi (1, 2, 3, . . . , n) = (2, 3, . . . , n, 1).
Proof. The lemma is proved by explicitly computing the RHS and LHS of (62). For the RHS we have,
tr [M1M2 . . . Mn] = tr
[
∑
i1,j1,i2,j2,...,in ,jn
m(1)i1,j1 m
(2)
i2,j2
. . . m(n)in ,jn |i1〉 〈j1| |i2〉 〈j2| . . . |in〉 〈jn|
]
= ∑
i1,j1,i2,j2,...,in ,jn
m(1)i1,j1 m
(2)
i2,j2
. . . m(n)in ,jn δj1,i2δj2,i3 . . . δjn ,i1 = ∑
i1,i2,...,in
m(1)i1,i2 m
(2)
i2,i3
. . . m(n)in ,i1 .
To compute the LHS, we first need the explicit form of the operator Pncyclic,
Pncyclic = ∑
k1,k2,k3,k4,...,kn
|k2〉 〈k1|1 ⊗ |k3〉 〈k2|2 ⊗ |k4〉 〈k3|3 ⊗ . . .⊗ |k1〉 〈kn|n ,
which takes a vector on the subsystem k and maps it to the subsystem k − 1, with the exception of k = 1
which is mapped into the n-th subsystem. The LHS of (62) is then
tr
[
Pncyclic (M1 ⊗M2 ⊗ . . .⊗Mn)
]
= ∑
i1,j1,i2,j2,...,in ,jn
m(1)i1,j1 m
(2)
i2,j2
. . . m(n)in ,jn tr
[
Pncyclic |i1〉 〈j1|1 ⊗ |i2〉 〈j2|2 ⊗ . . .⊗ |in〉 〈jn|n
]
= ∑
i1,j1,i2,j2,...,in ,jn
m(1)i1,j1 m
(2)
i2,j2
. . . m(n)in ,jn tr [|i2〉 〈j1|1 ⊗ |i3〉 〈j2|2 ⊗ . . .⊗ |i1〉 〈jn|n]
= ∑
i1,j1,i2,j2,...,in ,jn
m(1)i1,j1 m
(2)
i2,j2
. . . m(n)in ,jn δi2,j1δi3,j2 . . . δi1,jn = ∑
i1,i2,...,in
m(1)i1,i2 m
(2)
i2,i3
. . . m(n)in ,i1 ,
which concludes the proof.
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We can now derive the map between the elements of Γk and the optimisation variable in our SDP relax-
ations. Without loss of generality, let us assume that m ≥ ` in (61); by reordering the operators we get
p(am1 , a
`
2|qm1 , q`2) = tr
[(
`
∏
i=1
ET(a
(i)
1 |q(i)1 )⊗ DTˆ(a(i)2 |q(i)2 )
m
∏
j=`+1
ET(a
(j)
1 |q(j)1 )⊗ 1Tˆ
)
ρTTˆ
]
= tr
Pm+1cyclic
(⊗`
i=1
ETi (a
(i)
1 |q(i)1 )⊗ DTˆi (a
(i)
2 |q(i)2 )
)
⊗
 m⊗
j=`+1
ETj(a
(j)
1 |q(j)1 )⊗ 1Tˆj
⊗ ρSSˆ
 ,
where the second equality follows from Lemma 16 with HTTˆ . The operator in the above equation is close
to the optimisation variable ρTn1 Tˆn2 SSˆ(a
n1
1 , a
n2
2 , q
n1
1 , q
n2
2 ), whose dimension can be reduced by summing over
the classical variables while tracing out the quantum degrees of freedom
ρTm TˆmSSˆ(a
m
1 , a
`
2, q
m
1 , q
`
2) = ∑
a(m+1)1 ,q
(m+1)
1 ,...,a
(n1)
1 ,q
(n1)
1 ,
a(`+1)2 ,q
(`+1)
2 ,...,a
(n2)
2 ,q
(n2)
2
trTm+1 ...Tn1 Tˆm+1 ...Tˆn2
[
ρTn1 Tˆn2 SSˆ(a
n1
1 , a
n2
2 , q
n1
1 , q
n2
2 )
]
=
(⊗`
i=1
ETi (a
(i)
1 , q
(i)
1 )⊗ DTˆi (a
(i)
2 , q
(i)
2 )
)
⊗
 m⊗
j=`+1
ETj(a
(j)
1 , q
(j)
1 )⊗
1Tˆj
|T|
⊗ ρTSSˆ,
where we have used the fact that ∑a1,q1 ET(a1, q1) =
1T
|T| and ∑a2,q2 ETˆ(a2, q2) =
1Tˆ
|T| . By combining together
the two equations above, we find that the elements of Γk can be expressed in terms of the optimisation
variable as
p(am1 , a
`
2|qm1 , q`2) =

|T|2m
∏mi=1 pi(q
(i)
1 ) ∏
`
j=1 pi(q
(j)
2 )
tr
[(
Pm+1cyclic
)TSSˆ
ρTm TˆmSSˆ(a
m
1 , a
`
2, q
m
1 , q
`
2)
]
, ∀ `, m : ` ≤ m ≤ k
|T|2`
∏mi=1 pi(q
(i)
1 ) ∏
`
j=1 pi(q
(j)
2 )
tr
[(
P`+1cyclic
)TSSˆ
ρT` Tˆ`SSˆ(a
m
1 , a
`
2, q
m
1 , q
`
2)
]
, ∀ `, m : m ≤ ` ≤ k,
where we have included the case in which ` ≥ m, that can be derived analogously.
When the NPA constraints are applied to the original sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T) in the main text, the optimization
variable is given by ρT(Tˆ)n1 (SSˆ)n2 (a1, a
n1
2 , q1, q
n1
2 ). The relation between this variable and the entries of the
NPA matrix Γk can be obtain following the same steps presented in this appendix. The main difference is
that the optimisation variable is defined over a single subsystem T. As a result, when ` ≥ 2 we need to pad
the variable with the `− 1 copies of the maximally-mixed state, so as to be able to apply the operator P`+1cyclic.
The relation between entries of Γk and the optimisation variable are thus given by,
p(a1, a`2|q1, q`2) =
|T|`+1
pi(q1) ∏`j=1 pi(q
(j)
2 )
tr
[(
P`+1cyclic
)TSSˆ (⊗`
i=2
1Ti
)
⊗ ρTTˆ`SSˆ(a1, a`2, qm1 , q`2)
]
∀ ` : ` ≤ k.
Appendix E Non-signalling value
Apart from the classical and quantum value defined in (1) and (2), respectively, we can define another
quantity called the non-signalling value. This is the optimal success probability achieved by non-signalling
correlations
ωNS(V,pi) := max
p∈NS ∑q1,q2
pi(q1, q2) ∑
a1,a2
V(a1, a2, q1, q2) p(a1, a2|q1, q2),
where NS denotes the set of all non-signalling correlations
∑
a1
p(a1, a2|q1, q2) = p(a2|q2) ∀a2, q2 and∑
a2
p(a1, a2|q1, q2) = p(a1|q1) ∀a1, q1.
As any classical or quantum correlation satisfies the non-signalling condition, the non-signalling value gives
an upper bound to the classical and quantum values
ωC(V,pi) ≤ ωQ(T)(V,pi) ≤ ωQ(V,pi) ≤ ωNS(V,pi).
In this section, we show that sdp1,1(V,pi, T) is equal to ωNS(V,pi) for any |T|.
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Lemma 17. Let sdp1,1(V,pi, T) be the first level SDP relaxation for the game with V and pi(q1)pi(q2). Then, we
have for all |T| that
sdp1,1(V,pi, T) = ωNS(V,pi).
Proof. We first show that sdp1,1(V,pi, T) ≤ ωNS(V,pi). From sdp1,1(V,pi, T) we have the linear constraint
∑
a2
ρTTˆSSˆ(a1, a2, q1, q2) = pi(q2)
1Tˆ
|T| ⊗ ρTSSˆ(a1, q1).
Then, using the expression for p(a1, a2|q1, q2) in (44), we can write the sum of p(a1, a2|q1, q2) over a2 as
∑
a2
p(a1, a2|q1, q2) = |T|
2
pi(q1)pi(q2)
tr
[
ΦTTˆ|SSˆ
(
∑
a2
ρTTˆSSˆ(a1, a2, q1, q2)
)]
=
|T|
pi(q1)
tr
[
ΦTTˆ|SSˆ
(
1Tˆ ⊗ ρTSSˆ(a1, q1)
)]
.
Using a more general formula for p(a1|q1) without assuming the non-signalling, we obtain
p(a1|q1) = ∑
a2,q2
p(q2)p(a1, a2|q1, q2) = |T|
2
pi(q1)
tr
[
ΦTTˆ|SSˆ
(
∑
a2,q2
ρTTˆSSˆ(a1, a2, q1, q2)
)]
=
|T|2
pi(q1)
tr
[
ΦTTˆ|SSˆ
(
∑
q2
pi(q2)
1Tˆ
|T| ⊗ ρTSSˆ(a1, q1)
)]
=
|T|
pi(q1)
tr
[
ΦTTˆ|SSˆ
(
1Tˆ ⊗ ρTSSˆ(a1, q1)
)]
,
which is same as the expression for ∑a2 p(a1, a2|q1, q2). Similarly, we can also show the non-signalling con-
dition for a1 using the linear constraint on A1 in sdp1,1. Thus, all the states satisfying the linear constraints
of sdp1,1(V,pi, T) are non-signalling and hence form a smaller set for optimisation than the set of non-
signalling correlations.
Next, we show that sdp1,1(V,pi, T) ≥ ωNS(V,pi). For any non-signalling correlation p(a1, a2|q1, q2), we
can construct the Ansatz state
ρTTˆSSˆ(a1, a2, q1, q2) = pi(q1)pi(q2)p(a1, a2|q1, q2)
1TTˆ
|T|2 ⊗ ρSSˆ,
where ρSSˆ is an arbitrary state. We can easily check that this state is a valid feasible state of sdp1,1(V,pi, T),
i.e. it satisfies all conditions in sdp1,1(V,pi, T). The objective function becomes
∑
a1,a2,q1,q2
V(a1, a2, q1, q2)pi(q1)pi(q2)p(a1, a2|q1, q2) tr
[
ΦTTˆ|SSˆ1TTˆ ⊗ ρSSˆ
]
= ∑
a1,a2,q1,q2
V(a1, a2, q1, q2)pi(q1)pi(q2)p(a1, a2|q1, q2),
which is a success probability of the game with the strategy p(a1, a2|q1, q2). This implies that the feasible
states of sdp1,1(V,pi, T) can cover all non-signalling cases, and hence sdp1,1(V,pi, T) ≥ ωNS(V,pi).
Appendix F Rank-one projective measurements
F.1 Adapted SDP hierarchies
For low dimensional examples and corresponding numerics it is important to take into account any addi-
tional structure available in order to achieve dimension reductions. In particular, for measurements that are
projective rank-one, we can connect our results to the previous work [27] covering such cases. To exemplify
this, we consider here the restricted case A = {0, 1} with |T| = 2.
Let us recall the expression of the optimal success probability ωQ(T)(V,pi) after the swap trick
ωQ(2)(V,pi) = max
(E,D,ρ)
∑
a1,a2,q1,q2
V(a1, a2, q1, q2) tr
[
ΦTTˆ|SSˆ
(
ET(a1, q1)⊗ DTˆ(a2, q2)⊗ ρSSˆ
)]
.
Recalling that ET(a1, q1) = pi(q1)ET(a1|q1) and similarly for DTˆ(a2, q2), as well as exploiting that ET(1|q1) =
1T − ET(0|q1) and DTˆ(1|q2) = 1Tˆ − DTˆ(0|q2), we have
ωQ(2)(V,pi) = max
(E,D,ρ)
∑
a1,a2,q1,q2
V(a1, a2, q1, q2) tr
[
ΛTTˆSSˆ(a1, a2)
(
ET(q1)⊗ DTˆ(q2)⊗ ρSSˆ
)]
,
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where ET(q1) := ET(0, q1) and DTˆ(q2) := DTˆ(0, q2), and we defined the matrices
ΛTTˆSSˆ(a1, a2) :=
(
a11TS + (−1)a1ΦT|S
)
⊗
(
a21TˆSˆ + (−1)a2ΦTˆ|Sˆ
)
.
When converting the Q1, Q2 systems to diagonal quantum systems, we obtain
ωQ(2)(V,pi) = max
(E,D,ρ)
∑
a1,a2
tr
[(
VQ1Q2(a1, a2)⊗ΛTTˆSSˆ(a1, a2)
) (
EQ1T ⊗ DQ2Tˆ ⊗ ρSSˆ
)]
s.t. ρSSˆ ≥ 0 , tr
[
ρSSˆ
]
= 1
EQ1T =∑
q1
pi(q1) |q1〉〈q1|Q1 ⊗ ET(0|q1) , trT
[
EQ1T
]
=∑
q1
pi(q1) |q1〉〈q1|Q1
DQ2Tˆ =∑
q2
pi(q2) |q2〉〈q2|Q2 ⊗ DTˆ(0|q2) , trTˆ
[
DQ2Tˆ
]
=∑
q2
pi(q2) |q2〉〈q2|Q2 ,
where VQ1Q2(a1, a2) := ∑q1,q2 V(a1, a2, q1, q2) |q1, q2〉〈q1, q2|Q1,Q2 . This then motivates the SDP hierarchy
sdp
proj
n1,n2
(V,pi, 2) := max
ρ
∑
a1,a2
tr
[(
VQ1Q2(a1, a2)⊗ΛTTˆSSˆ(a1, a2)
)
ρQ1TQ2TˆSSˆ
]
s.t. ρ(Q1T)n1 (Q2Tˆ)n2 SSˆ ≥ 0 , tr
[
ρ(Q1T)n1 (Q2Tˆ)n2 SSˆ
]
= 1
ρ(Q1T)n1 (Q2Tˆ)n2 SSˆ perm. inv. on (Q1T)
n1 w.r.t. (Q2Tˆ)n2 SSˆ
ρ(Q1T)n1 (Q2Tˆ)n2 SSˆ perm. inv. on (Q2Tˆ)
n2 w.r.t. (Q1T)n1 SSˆ
trT
[
ρ(Q1T)n1 (Q2Tˆ)n2 SSˆ
]
=∑
q1
pi(q1) |q1〉〈q1|Q1 ⊗ trQ1T
[
ρ(Q1T)n1 (Q2Tˆ)n2 SSˆ
]
trTˆ
[
ρ(Q1T)n1 (Q2Tˆ)n2 SSˆ
]
=∑
q2
pi(q2) |q2〉〈q2|Q2 ⊗ trQ2Tˆ
[
ρ(Q1T)n1 (Q2Tˆ)n2 SSˆ
]
ρ
T(Q1T)
n1
(Q1T)n1 (Q2Tˆ)n2 SSˆ
≥ 0 , ρT(Q2 Tˆ)n2
(Q1T)n1 (Q2Tˆ)n2 SSˆ
≥ 0 , ρTSSˆ
(Q1T)n1 (Q2Tˆ)n2 SSˆ
≥ 0, . . . .
We note that we do no longer have the |T|2 pre-factor and that the size of the optimisation variable is smaller
compared to sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T) in (59). This allows for more efficient numerical implementations.
In fact, again writing out the block-diagonal structure
ρ(Q1T)n1 (Q2Tˆ)n2 (SSˆ) =: ∑
q
n1
1 ,q
n2
2
∣∣qn11 , qn22 〉〈qn11 , qn22 ∣∣⊗ ρTn1 Tˆn2 SSˆ(qn11 , qn22 ),
and taking n1 = n2 = |Q|, one can check that the objective function can be expressed in terms of the a single
renormalised block
WT|Q| Tˆ|Q|SSˆ :=
ρT|Q| Tˆ|Q|SSˆ(1, 2, · · · , |Q|, 1, 2, · · · , |Q|)
pi1(1)pi1(2) . . .pi1(|Q|)pi2(1)pi2(2) . . .pi2(|Q|) ,
where pi1(q1)pi2(q2) = pi(q1, q2). Then, ignoring all other blocks and only enforcing the positivity, nor-
malisation, and PPT constraints gives for |Q| questions on each side and, e.g., the uniform distribution
piunif =
1
|Q|2 for the questions, the outer relaxation
sdp
proj
|Q| (V,piunif, 2) ≤
1
|Q|2 · sdpPPT(V)
with the SDP from [27, Equation (6)]
sdpPPT(V) := maxW ∑a1,a2,q1,q2
V(a1, a2, q1, q2) tr
[
ΛTTˆSSˆ(a1, a2)WTq1 Tˆq2 SSˆ
]
s.t. WT|Q| Tˆ|Q|SSˆ ≥ 0 , tr
[
WT|Q| Tˆ|Q|SSˆ
]
= 1
W
T
T|Q|
T|Q| Tˆ|Q|SSˆ ≥ 0, W
T
Tˆ|Q|
T|Q| Tˆ|Q|SSˆ ≥ 0, . . . (PPT constraints),
where the |Q|−2 coefficient arises as we are considering a joint probability distribution p(a1, a2, q1, q2) rather
than a conditional one p(a1, a2|q1, q2). Hence, in this scenario for |Q| questions on each side, the |Q|-th level
of our hierarchy is never a worse upper bound than the previously studied sdpPPT(V).
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F.2 Asymptotic convergence analysis
Even in this specific setting with |A| = |T| = 2, an advantage of our techniques compared to the previous
sdpPPT(V) and its extendibility extensions discussed in [27], is that for a slight variation we can give an ap-
proximation scheme scaling polynomially in |Q|. Namely, when extending as (Q1T)(Q2Tˆ)n1(SSˆ)n2 instead
of (Q1T)n1(Q2Tˆ)n2(SSˆ), we get for the resulting SDP hierarchy denoted by sdpprojn1,n2(V,pi, 2) that∣∣∣ sdpprojn1,n2(V,pi, 2)−ωQ(2)(V,pi)∣∣∣ ≤ 128 ·
√
17
n1
+
1
n2
.
The asymptotic convergence analysis is done similarly as for the general sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T) in the main text.
F.3 Adding constraints to general SDP hierarchy
So far, we have discussed how the assumption of rank-one projective measurements can be used to rewrite
the SDP relaxations of the main text. The variable of the obtained program is smaller than the one in the
original relaxation, thus allowing for a more efficient numerical implementation. Alternatively, we can also
enforce the rank-one projective assumption directly into our SDP relaxations, by suitably strengthening the
non-signalling linear constraints.
In the following, we introduce additional constraints for a variation of the SDP hierarchy sdpn1,n2(V,pi, T),
which follow from the rank-one projective assumption. As we did in Appendix F.1, instead of extending the
subsystem associated with the quantum assistance SSˆ, we extend A1Q1T and A2Q2Tˆ and explicitly make
use of the fact that A1Q1 and A2Q2 are classical registers. That is, the program’s variable can be reduced
into diagonal blocks
ρ(A1Q1T)n1 (A2Q2Tˆ)n2 SSˆ
= ∑
a
n1
1 ,a
n2
2 ,q
n1
1 ,q
n2
2
∣∣an11 , an22 , qn11 , qn22 〉 〈an11 , an22 , qn11 , qn22 ∣∣(A1Q1)n1 (A2Q2)n2 ⊗ ρTn1 Tˆn2 SSˆ (an11 , an22 , qn11 , qn22 ) .
Now, when Alice and Bob can only perform measurements composed by rank-1 projectors, we can replace
the non-signalling linear constraints with the following strengthened conditions. For a fixed value of the
indices (an11 , a
n2
2 , q
n1
1 , q
n2
2 ), the new constraints are
∀ a˜(1)1 , q˜(1)1 : ∑
a(1)1
ρTn1 Tˆn2 SSˆ
(
a(1)1 , . . . , a
(n1)
1 , a
(1)
2 , . . . , a
(n2)
2 , q
(1)
1 , . . . , q
(n1)
1 , q
(1)
2 , . . . , q
(n2)
2
)
=
pi(q(1)1 )
pi(q˜(1)1 )
1T1 ⊗ trT1
[
ρTn1 Tˆn2 SSˆ
(
a˜(1)1 , a
(2)
1 , . . . , a
(n1)
1 , a
(1)
2 , . . . , a
(n2)
2 , q˜
(1)
1 , q
(2)
1 , . . . , q
(n1)
1 , q
(1)
2 , . . . , q
(n2)
2
)]
as well as
∀ a˜(1)2 , q˜(1)2 : ∑
a(1)2
ρTn1 Tˆn2 SSˆ
(
a(1)1 , . . . , a
(n1)
1 , a
(1)
2 , . . . , a
(n2)
2 , q
(1)
1 , . . . , q
(n1)
1 , q
(1)
2 , . . . , q
(n2)
2
)
=
pi(q(1)2 )
pi(q˜(1)2 )
1Tˆ1
⊗ trTˆ1
[
ρTn1 Tˆn2 SSˆ
(
a(1)1 , . . . , a
(n1)
1 , a˜
(1)
2 , a
(2)
2 , . . . , a
(n2)
2 , q
(1)
1 , . . . , q
(n1)
1 , q˜
(1)
2 , q
(2)
2 , . . . , q
(n2)
2
)]
.
It is easy to see, using the form of the optimal variable for our SDP relaxations, that the above constraints
are satisfied only when the measurement operators are composed by rank-one projectors. When this is
not the case, we would obtain an unknown normalisation coefficient coming from the trace in the RHS of
the above equations. Similarly as in Appendix F.1, the resulting SDPs lead to bounds at least as good as
1
|Q|2 · sdpPPT(V) from [27], when going to the |Q|-level for games with |Q| questions on each side. For
example, when |A| = |Q| = |T| = 2 this is achieved by expressing the objective function in terms of the
renormalised single block variable
ZT1T2Tˆ1Tˆ2SSˆ :=
|T|4
pi1(0)pi1(1)pi2(0)pi2(1)
· ρT1T2Tˆ1Tˆ2SSˆ(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 1, 2)
and then forgetting about all other blocks in the constraints.
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